CITY OF PASADENA
Applicant Name: MED Enterprise, Inc
Reviewer: Mark Lovelace
Date: 4/20/19
OVERALL SCORE

Maximum
Points

Points
Awarded

Percent
Score

1,575

1,418

90.03%

GENERAL COMMENTS
Cookies Pasadena has two existing "sister" locations in LA and Melrose. This application relied heavily on these
existing operations as a model for their proposed Pasadena location, but didn't generally provide the level of detailed
discussion of operational protocols and procedures necessary. Owner experience and marketing discussion were both
particularly strong. SOPs, State Testing Requirements and Customer Education were weak points.

SECTION 1: QUALIFICATIONS OF OWNERS/ OPERATORS
750
699
93.20%
Experience
A California C‐corporation. Owners Edvin Mailyan, Daniel Dvorsky and Alik, Eliasian collectively own 5 cannabis
businesses (with multiple licenses), including Cookies LA and Cookies Melrose. Cookies LA grossedREDACTED in its
/day. Provided
first year, average
/day. Cookies Melrose grossed REDACTED in first 2 months, average
detailed sales data for both stores. Detailed specific experience for each owner.
REDACTED

REDACTED

Cannabis Industry Knowledge
Provided minimal upfront discussion of industry knowledge. Overall application demonstrated familiarity with
regulatory requirements, but generally did not provide detailed protocols to demonstrate how requirements will be
met.

Ownership Team
Provided brief, bulleted list of owners' roles and responsibilities, along with a general org chart. CEO Mailyan will be
store manager, COO Elisian will be assistant manager. CFO Dvorsky will be Director of Marketing. Appears Mr.
Eliasian will work in store, others unclear.
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SECTION 2: BUSINESS PLAN

525

460

87.62%

Standard Operating Procedures (SOP)
Provided a discussion of SOPS that read more like a narrative description of the customer experience. Demonstrated
familiarity with State and local regulatory requirements, but did not provide detailed protocols or procedures to
demonstrate how compliance will be assured.

Financial Plan
REDACTED
Very general and undetailed startup budget showing
. Does not appear to show initial operating costs. 5‐year
pro forma was far more detailed; shows revenues of REDACTED in Y1, increasing to REDACTED in Y5. Net profits of
REDACTED in Y1, increasing to REDACTED in Y5. Budget was not accompanied by narrative. No discussion of
accounting procedures.
Funding/Proof of Capitalization
Provided a loan agreement from House America for REDACTED for purchase of property. Intend to use for other
startup costs, other than purchase. Also included bank statement for trust fund in the name of Mr. Dvorsky, showing
REDACTED
in "pledged collateral value". As a trust fund, unclear how much value Mr. Dvorsky may have access to.

Records Software
Will use Flow Hub POS system. Provided a reasonable discussion of operational protocols.

Track‐and‐Trace
Provided a very detailed discussion of protocols for Track and Trace compliance, including inventory documentation
and reconciliation.

State Testing Requirements
Minimal discussion of State testing requirements. No protocols or procedures to ensure compliance.

Employee Training
Detailed discussion of employee hiring practices, but discussion of employee training was minimal. Did not include
any specific protocols, procedures, methods, materials, topics or resources.
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Customer Education
Brief discussion of customer education lacked detail about specific topics, educational methods or materials, or any
examples of materials.

Marketing
Provided detailed marketing data throughout the application, including market analysis, demographics, spending
habits, overview of competition, barriers to entry, SWOT analysis, market segmentation, product lines, etc.

Community Benefits
REDACTED
Workers will earn no less than
of minimum wage (~
/hr) plus detailed benefits. Described goals for achieving
staff diversity, but did not include any actionable measures for achieving them. The company "intends to donate 5%
of net proceeds to support charitable causes". Demonstrated a history of past giving and listed a number of
organizations they may support. Listed 7 local vendors and contractors they intend to work with. Method of
community giving was not specified.
REDACTED

SECTION 3: NEIGHBORHOOD COMPATIBILITY & ENHANCEMENT
150
130
86.67%
Exterior Design Concept
Has hired J Bullock & Associates for exterior design. Will use "high‐quality materials in the store build‐out and invest
significantly into the architecture, construction, signage, lighting, and entry experience of the store". Provided a
picture of the company's Melrose location. Little additional detail or discussion.

Design Concept Integration
Provided a reasonably detailed discussion of design integration, including a description of the proposed location at the
corner of Colorado and Pasadena. Included a floor plan and a number of architectural renderings. Design anticipates
two separate spaces, one for cannabis and one for branded merchandise, each with a separate entrance. Did not
include analysis of surrounding architecture.
Integration of Security Measures
Showed 2 pictures of their Melrose location to demonstrate unobtrusive security measures, but no additional
discussion.

Air Quality/Odor Control
Will use same air quality and odor control methods being used at Melrose and LA locations. Description included
HEPA filters, negative air pressure, HVAC design, carbon scrubbers and ozone generators.
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SECTION 4: SECURITY PLAN
150
129
86.00%
Security Experience
Security plan was prepared by Armaplex Security, a BSIS licensed PPO. Provided a letter from owner Terry Blevins
asserting his credentials. Included reasonably detailed delivery driver safety procedures, as well as addressing a
number of additional topics that were not required.
Background Checks
Will require LiveScan, but not additional background checks were described.

Employee Safety Education
All employees will be trained "using a detailed Operations and Security Policy and Procedure Manual", but no manual
or samples were provided. Included a list of topics, but no detail, policies, procedures, training methods or materials.
Employee Theft Reduction Measures
Discussion of employee theft reduction measures was reasonably detailed, but did not include specific procedures.

Cash Management Plan
Will be able to use electronic transactions to minimize cash transactions. Discussion of cash handling and
management was otherwise minimal and did not include any detailed procedures.
Product Access Protocols
Will use "physical barriers (walls and doors), electronic measures and employee procedures in order to deter and
prevent the unauthorized entrance into areas containing cannabis or cannabis products". Little additional detail.
Product Deliveries
Description of product deliveries was reasonable, but did not provide detailed procedures to ensure protocols are
followed.
Security Guards
Provided reasonably detailed discussion of security guard roles, responsibilities and procedures.

Video Camera Surveillance
Detailed discussion of video surveillance, including camera specifications, locations, areas to be covered, video
retention and other details. Did not provide any schematic of the proposed layout.
Armored Vehicle
"All cash will be removed from the site REDACTED by the security personnel of licensed cash removal
company, who will use armored vehicles to perform the transport." No further detail was provided and no armored
car service was named.
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MED Enterprise, Inc.
dba Cookies Pasadena
15445 Ventura Blvd. #30
Sherman Oaks, CA 91403
January 31, 2019
ATTN: City of Pasadena, Selection Committee
RE: Commercial Cannabis Retailer Application
To whom it may concern:
MED Enterprise, Inc. (“Cookies Pasadena”) takes great pride in submitting the attached
application for a retail cannabis dispensary permit in the City of Pasadena, leading to a State issued
Adult-Use retail dispensary license (Type 10). As set forth more fully in this application, Cookies
Pasadena represents an established and recognized, first-class cannabis dispensary as evidenced
by its’ existing dispensary operations at Cookies Maywood and Cookies Melrose. The Cookies
brand of retail cannabis dispensaries have an unmatched reputation for cutting edge design,
product quality and customer engagement through Cookies unique “Concierge” operating model.
Through Cookies’ beautifully designed, high-end stores, and proprietary brand of cannabis flower,
manufactured cannabis products and apparel, Cookies Pasadena will seamlessly integrate into the
design-rich, first-class shopping district located on Colorado Boulevard where Cookies Pasadena
seeks to locate.
Cookies Pasadena is perfectly positioned to successfully blend into Pasadena’s first-class
shopping experience. Cookies Pasadena intends to co-locate a retail location for both an adult-use
cannabis dispensary in addition to incorporating a retail store front for its’ successful Cookies’
apparel brand. The addition of Cookies apparel to Cookies Pasadena’s retail presence serves to
enhance not only the design concept but provides a diversified income stream that has been shown
to guard against the possibility of market fluctuations and industry competition.
Cookies’ cannabis dispensaries maintain a significant competitive advantage through
vertical access to safe, high-quality cannabis products produced under the Cookies brand. Cookies
affiliated dispensaries specialize in providing the cannabis consumer the exclusive availability of
rare and unique cannabis strains, cultivated and produced through state-of-the-art cultivation and
manufacturing methodologies combined with the strength of Cookies’ well-recognized and
industry-leading brand.
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MED ENTERPRISE, INC. DBA COOKIES PASADENA 15445 VENTURA BLVD. #30 SHERMAN OAKS, CA 91403

Cookies has amassed a loyal following through in-person celebrity endorsements, limited
edition and exclusive product offerings, and other proven market-building strategies such as the
strength of Cookies Instagram presence (more than 500,000 followers combined between
@CookiesCalifornia and @CookiesSF).
The ownership and management team of Cookies Pasadena has a lengthy history of
operating lawful Commercial Cannabis Businesses in Southern California jurisdictions and
working with local authorities to establish and demonstrate robust and compliant operating
procedures as set forth more fully herein. Cookies has demonstrated unparalleled professionalism
in the nascent Cannabis industry. To date, the affiliated companies of the Cookies brand have
successfully launched two (2) cannabis dispensaries in Southern California; Cookies Los
Angeles® and Cookies Melrose®. The Cookies brand was also recently awarded local approval
and a temporary cannabis Microbusiness state license in the City of San Bernardino.
The following quotes provide a snapshot of Cookies unique approach to its’ cannabis dispensary
operations:
“Bright, well lit, and with a massive Cookies logo on the wall, it was
honestly NOT what I expected walking in. Everything within the lobby
was well kept, extremely clean, and organized.
...
“I was floored by the cleanliness of the shop and the thoughtfulness put into the
layout. The design was clearly well planned out, and the extremely bright LED
menu’s, complemented by art gallery track lighting, gives the entire ambience of
the shop the utmost sense of professionalism. Everything had its place, and was
well organized.
(See, “Cookies LA, Maywood California”, Marijuana retail report March 6,
2018.)”
“The store is large and open, utilizing an efficient concierge system to take
and process orders. There is no typical waiting room. After checking in at
a station at the entrance, customers can roam the room as roving budtenders
sporting tablets answer any questions about product that is available for
inspection on stations scattered throughout the room. When you’re ready,
a budtender will input your order on the tablet and direct you to the correct line
to pay for and receive what you came to get. People can also preorder and pick
up their order at an express station inside the shop.”
(See, “Cookies Melrose Celebrates Grand Opening”, Mg Retailer, October 29,
2018)
With each new cannabis venture, the Cookies’ brand goal is to invest in and improve each
community that welcomes its business. This is achieved through beautifully designed stores and
innovative proprietary operations that engage the consumer through safe, compliant and
professional business practices. Contributing to the community is always a top priority of the
Cookies brand, as evidenced by the many awards and recognitions received by its Maywood
location (See, “Community Benefits” section of this Application).
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Applicant/Owner Information Form*
Commercial Cannabis Screening Application
*Portions of the information disclosed in this application is public information
pursuant to the California Public Records Act.

www.cityofpasadena.net/marijuana-regulations

INSTRUCTIONS: Complete the pertinent sections for each owner, applicant, entity owner and non-owner with financial interest in the business.
A separate form is required for each individual.
Type:

Entity Owner (Complete Sections A and E)
Owner (Complete Sections B, C, D and E)
Applicant (Complete Sections B, C, D and E)
Non-owner with financial interest (Complete Sections B and E)

SECTION A: ENTITY OWNERSHIP INFORMATION
An entity is anything other than an individual. If an entity is an owner of the commercial cannabis business pursuant to Business and Professions
Code section 26001(al), you will need to complete the following information. Attach additional pages if needed.
Name of Entity:

Phone Number:

Ownership %:

Organizational Structure:

Email:

Authorized Agent:

Title:

List entity members below (attach additional sheets if necessary):
Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

SECTION B: OWNER/NON-OWNER/APPLICANT INFORMATION
Pursuant to 16 CCR § 5023, an owner is defined as a person with an aggregate ownership interest of 20% or more, chief executive officer,
member of the board of directors of a nonprofit, or an individual participating in the direction, control, or management of the applicant. All business
owners must be listed, including the applicant.
Date of birth: REDACTED

Full Name:
Last

First

M.I.

Mailing
Address:
Street Address

Apartment/Unit #

City

Phone:

State

ZIP Code

Email:

Page 1 of 3
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Ownership %

Title:

Social Security No.

Current Employer:

REDACTED

SECTION C: DECLARATIONS
1. Do you have an ownership or financial interest (as defined in Title 16 CCR 5003 and 5004) in a licensed cannabis business?
If “yes”, complete section C-1.

YES

NO

2. Have you ever been denied a permit or state license to engage in commercial cannabis activity, or had a permit or state
license to engage in commercial cannabis activity suspended and not reinstated, or revoked, by any city, county, city and
county, or any other state cannabis licensing authority? If “yes”, complete section C-2. (PMC §5.78.100)

YES

NO

YES

NO

4. Have you owned or operated any cannabis-related business(es) in the City of Pasadena on or after December 14, 2017? If
“yes”, complete section C-4. (PMC §5.78.100)

YES

NO

5. Have you ever been notified that you were conducting commercial cannabis activity in non-compliance with City of Pasadena
ordinances, codes, and requirements and failed to discontinue operating in a timely manner? (PMC §5.78.100)

YES

NO

6. Have you ever failed to pay federal, state, or local taxes and/or fees when notified by the appropriate agencies?
(PMC §5.78.100)

YES

NO

3. Have you ever been convicted of a crime? If “yes”, complete section C-3. (HSC BPC §26057)

Section C-1: Other Licensed Cannabis Businesses
Use additional sheets if necessary.
Agency:
Description of
business:

License No.

Date Issued:

Agency:
Description of
business:

License No.

Date Issued:

Agency:
Description of
business:

License No.

Date Issued:

Section C-2: Cannabis License(s) Suspended, Revoked or Denied
Use additional sheets if necessary.
License
Authority :

License
Type

Suspension or
Revocation Date:

License
Type

Suspension or
Revocation Date:

License
Type

Suspension or
Revocation Date:

Details:
License
Authority :
Details:
License
Authority :
Details:
Page 2 of 3
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Section C-1: Other Licensed Cannabis Businesses
Use additional sheets if necessary.
Agency: _______________________________________ License No. ______________________ Date Issued:
Description of
business:

Agency: _______________________________________ License No. ______________________ Date Issued:
Description of
business:
Agency: _______________________________________ License No. ______________________ Date Issued:
Description of
business:
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Section D:
Government-Issued
Identification
Redacted

Applicant/Owner Information Form*
Commercial Cannabis Screening Application
*Portions of the information disclosed in this application is public information
pursuant to the California Public Records Act.

www.cityofpasadena.net/marijuana-regulations

INSTRUCTIONS: Complete the pertinent sections for each owner, applicant, entity owner and non-owner with financial interest in the business.
A separate form is required for each individual.
Type:

Entity Owner (Complete Sections A and E)
Owner (Complete Sections B, C, D and E)
Applicant (Complete Sections B, C, D and E)
Non-owner with financial interest (Complete Sections B and E)

SECTION A: ENTITY OWNERSHIP INFORMATION
An entity is anything other than an individual. If an entity is an owner of the commercial cannabis business pursuant to Business and Professions
Code section 26001(al), you will need to complete the following information. Attach additional pages if needed.
Name of Entity:

Phone Number:

Ownership %:

Organizational Structure:

Email:

Authorized Agent:

Title:

List entity members below (attach additional sheets if necessary):
Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

SECTION B: OWNER/NON-OWNER/APPLICANT INFORMATION
Pursuant to 16 CCR § 5023, an owner is defined as a person with an aggregate ownership interest of 20% or more, chief executive officer,
member of the board of directors of a nonprofit, or an individual participating in the direction, control, or management of the applicant. All business
owners must be listed, including the applicant.
Full Name:

Date of birth: REDACTED
Last

First

M.I.

Mailing
Address:
Street Address

Apartment/Unit #

City

Phone:

State

ZIP Code

Email:
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Ownership %

Title:

Social Security No.

Current Employer:

SECTION C: DECLARATIONS
1. Do you have an ownership or financial interest (as defined in Title 16 CCR 5003 and 5004) in a licensed cannabis business?
If “yes”, complete section C-1.

YES

NO

2. Have you ever been denied a permit or state license to engage in commercial cannabis activity, or had a permit or state
license to engage in commercial cannabis activity suspended and not reinstated, or revoked, by any city, county, city and
county, or any other state cannabis licensing authority? If “yes”, complete section C-2. (PMC §5.78.100)

YES

NO

YES

NO

4. Have you owned or operated any cannabis-related business(es) in the City of Pasadena on or after December 14, 2017? If
“yes”, complete section C-4. (PMC §5.78.100)

YES

NO

5. Have you ever been notified that you were conducting commercial cannabis activity in non-compliance with City of Pasadena
ordinances, codes, and requirements and failed to discontinue operating in a timely manner? (PMC §5.78.100)

YES

NO

6. Have you ever failed to pay federal, state, or local taxes and/or fees when notified by the appropriate agencies?
(PMC §5.78.100)

YES

NO

3. Have you ever been convicted of a crime? If “yes”, complete section C-3. (HSC BPC §26057)

Section C-1: Other Licensed Cannabis Businesses
Use additional sheets if necessary.
Agency:
Description of
business:

License No.

Date Issued:

Agency:
Description of
business:

License No.

Date Issued:

Agency:
Description of
business:

License No.

Date Issued:

Section C-2: Cannabis License(s) Suspended, Revoked or Denied
Use additional sheets if necessary.
License
Authority :

License
Type

Suspension or
Revocation Date:

License
Type

Suspension or
Revocation Date:

License
Type

Suspension or
Revocation Date:

Details:
License
Authority :
Details:
License
Authority :
Details:
Page 2 of 3
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Section D:
Government-Issued
Identification
Redacted

Applicant/Owner Information Form*
Commercial Cannabis Screening Application
*Portions of the information disclosed in this application is public information
pursuant to the California Public Records Act.

www.cityofpasadena.net/marijuana-regulations

INSTRUCTIONS: Complete the pertinent sections for each owner, applicant, entity owner and non-owner with financial interest in the business.
A separate form is required for each individual.
Type:

Entity Owner (Complete Sections A and E)
Owner (Complete Sections B, C, D and E)
Applicant (Complete Sections B, C, D and E)
Non-owner with financial interest (Complete Sections B and E)

SECTION A: ENTITY OWNERSHIP INFORMATION
An entity is anything other than an individual. If an entity is an owner of the commercial cannabis business pursuant to Business and Professions
Code section 26001(al), you will need to complete the following information. Attach additional pages if needed.
Name of Entity:

Phone Number:

Ownership %:

Organizational Structure:

Email:

Authorized Agent:

Title:

List entity members below (attach additional sheets if necessary):
Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

SECTION B: OWNER/NON-OWNER/APPLICANT INFORMATION
Pursuant to 16 CCR § 5023, an owner is defined as a person with an aggregate ownership interest of 20% or more, chief executive officer,
member of the board of directors of a nonprofit, or an individual participating in the direction, control, or management of the applicant. All business
owners must be listed, including the applicant.
Full Name:

Date of birth:REDACTED
Last

Mailing
Address:

First

M.I.

REDACTED
Street Address

Apartment/Unit #
REDACTED

REDACTED
City

Phone:

State

ZIP Code

Email:
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Ownership %

Title:

Social Security No.

Current Employer:

REDACTED

SECTION C: DECLARATIONS
1. Do you have an ownership or financial interest (as defined in Title 16 CCR 5003 and 5004) in a licensed cannabis business?
If “yes”, complete section C-1.

YES

NO

2. Have you ever been denied a permit or state license to engage in commercial cannabis activity, or had a permit or state
license to engage in commercial cannabis activity suspended and not reinstated, or revoked, by any city, county, city and
county, or any other state cannabis licensing authority? If “yes”, complete section C-2. (PMC §5.78.100)

YES

NO

YES

NO

4. Have you owned or operated any cannabis-related business(es) in the City of Pasadena on or after December 14, 2017? If
“yes”, complete section C-4. (PMC §5.78.100)

YES

NO

5. Have you ever been notified that you were conducting commercial cannabis activity in non-compliance with City of Pasadena
ordinances, codes, and requirements and failed to discontinue operating in a timely manner? (PMC §5.78.100)

YES

NO

6. Have you ever failed to pay federal, state, or local taxes and/or fees when notified by the appropriate agencies?
(PMC §5.78.100)

YES

NO

3. Have you ever been convicted of a crime? If “yes”, complete section C-3. (HSC BPC §26057)

Section C-1: Other Licensed Cannabis Businesses
Use additional sheets if necessary.
Agency:
Description of
business:

License No.

Date Issued:

Agency:
Description of
business:

License No.

Date Issued:

Agency:
Description of
business:

License No.

Date Issued:

Section C-2: Cannabis License(s) Suspended, Revoked or Denied
Use additional sheets if necessary.
License
Authority :

License
Type

Suspension or
Revocation Date:

License
Type

Suspension or
Revocation Date:

License
Type

Suspension or
Revocation Date:

Details:
License
Authority :
Details:
License
Authority :
Details:
Page 2 of 3
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Section C-1: Other Licensed Cannabis Businesses
Use additional sheets if necessary.
Agency: _______________________________________ License No. ______________________ Date Issued:
Description of
business:

Agency: _______________________________________ License No. ______________________ Date Issued:
Description of
business:
Agency: _______________________________________ License No. ______________________ Date Issued:
Description of
business:
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Section D:
Government-Issued
Identification
Redacted

COOKIES PASADENA

A First-Class Cannabis Dispensary

2019 CANNABIS LICENSE APPLICATION
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Cookies Pasadena
SECTION 1: QUALIFICATIONS OF OWNERS/OPERATORS
EXPERIENCE AND QUALIFICATIONS
The Cookies brand of retail cannabis dispensaries have an unmatched reputation for cutting edge design, product
quality and customer engagement through Cookies unique “Concierge” operating model. The ownership and
management team of Cookies Pasadena has a lengthy history of operating lawful Commercial Cannabis Businesses
in Southern California jurisdictions and working with local authorities to establish and demonstrate robust and
compliant operating procedures as set forth more fully in this application. Cookies has demonstrated unparalleled
professionalism in the nascent Cannabis industry. Unique to the Company’s experience is the inclusion of its own
high-quality brand of cannabis flower and concentrates in addition to a successful apparel line.
Company Background
To date, the affiliated dispensaries of the Cookies brand have successfully launched two adult-use and medical
cannabis dispensaries in Southern California; Cookies Los Angeles and Cookies Melrose. The Cookies brand was
also awarded local approval and a temporary cannabis Microbusiness state license in the City of San Bernardino.

Cookies’ cannabis dispensaries are first-class retail stores offering unparalleled value to customers through
vertical access to cannabis products produced under the Cookies brand. The Company specializes in providing
the cannabis consumer with an unmatched, high-class shopping experience through 1) its proprietary operating
model; 2) the exclusive availability of rare and unique cannabis strains, cultivated and produced through state of
the art cultivation and manufacturing methodologies; and 3) the strength of Cookies’ well-recognized and
industry-leading brand, which lends itself to engaging consumers in a unique retail experience through in-person
celebrity endorsements, limited edition and exclusive product offerings, and other proven market-building
strategies such as the strength of Cookies Instagram presence (more than 500,000 followers combined between
Cookies California and Cookiessf). The Cookies brand is founded and promoted by the popular entertainer and
rapper, Berner, the founder and Brand Ambassador of the Cookies brand and proprietary cannabis strains with
more than 1 million followers on Instagram, the leading marketing tool for the cannabis industry. Forbes
Magazine featured Berner in its’ article entitled “The Value of Celebrity Influencers: Cannabis Industry Spotlight”
where it identified the “Cookies” strain of cannabis as the best known name in the marijuana business. Forbes
equated Berner and Cookies to Michael Jordan and Nike (See, “The Value of Celebrity Influencers: Cannabis
Industry Spotlight”, Forbes, June 30, 2018).
Cookies Los Angeles is the Company’s first Cookies-branded cannabis dispensary in Southern California, opening
in January 2018. Cookies Los Angeles was launched in Maywood, California in 2018 and is one of the largest
vertically-integrated cannabis campuses in California. Occupying 25,000 square feet, Cookies Los Angeles’ facility
includes vertically integrated cultivation and manufacturing facilities where Cookies proprietary branded flower
and cannabis products are produced. This one-of-a-kind dispensary was nominated for the Dispensary of the Year
Award by California Cannabis Awards in 2018.
“Bright, well lit, and with a massive Cookies logo on the wall, it was
honestly NOT what I expected walking in. Everything within the lobby
was well kept, extremely clean, and organized. When you hear of a rappers (Berner)
dispensary opening up in south east LA, high end is not exactly what you picture.”
“I was floored by the cleanliness of the shop and the thoughtfulness put into the
layout. The design was clearly well planned out, and the extremely bright LED menu’s,
complemented by art gallery track lighting, gives the entire ambience of the shop the
utmost sense of professionalism. Everything had its place, and was well organized.
(See, “Cookies LA, Maywood California”, Marijuana retail report March 6, 2018.)”
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Cookies Los Angeles’ experienced skyrocketing sales as evidenced by the following financial highlights:

Highlights:
• REDACTED in revenue within the first 150 days of operation.
• 37,457 sales transactions within the first 150 days of operation.
• 245 average daily sales transactions.
Cookies Los Angeles’ gross revenue from dispensary sales from the date of their grand opening on January 16,
2018 through December 31, 2018 total REDACTED . The daily dispensary sales on average for Cookies Los
Angeles total REDACTED per day.
Cookies’ second retail location, Cookies Melrose opened in October 2018 in the heart of the high-end fashion and
design district on Melrose Avenue in Los Angeles, adjacent to West Hollywood and Beverly Hills. This stretch of
Melrose Avenue is known around the globe for its world-class shopping experience.
“The store is large and open, utilizing an efficient concierge system to take
and process orders. There is no typical waiting room. After checking in at
a station at the entrance, customers can roam the room as roving budtenders
sporting tablets answer any questions about product that is available for
inspection on stations scattered throughout the room. When you’re ready,
a budtender will input your order on the tablet and direct you to the correct line
to pay for and receive what you came to get. People can also preorder and pick
up their order at an express station inside the shop.”
(See, “Cookies Melrose Celebrates Grand Opening”, Mg Retailer, October 29, 2018)

Cookies Melrose’s gross revenue from dispensary sales from the date of their grand opening on October 27, 2018
through December 31, 2018 total REDACTED. The daily dispensary sales on average for Cookies Melrose total
REDACTED per day.
Since launching its first dispensary in Maywood, the Cookies-branded cannabis dispensary has become
recognized as the five-star standard within the Southern California cannabis community. The Cookies brand is
recognized as the cultivator and purveyor of the finest cannabis flower strains under the Cookies brand with the
highest service standards in the industry. Victoria’s Secret and American Eagle Outfitters founder, Peter
Horvath now of Green Growth Brands commented on the importance of cannabis flower as a central figure in
the success of a retail cannabis dispensary. He visited 100 cannabis dispensaries and has been quoted
extensively in the press. Commenting on underperforming dispensaries, Horvath noted:
“With a cannabis store, even though vapes, edibles, and concentrates
are on the increase, the star is flower,” he said. “Even if flower goes from
50 percent of sales to 20 percent, it still must be the star because it’s
the mother of this whole idea. When you walk into the store, it should be
obvious. If the flower is in the back of the store, there should be a shrine
to it. If it functionally delivers 50 percent of sales, great, but the customer
needs to know its star power immediately.”
(See, “Mega-Retailer Peter Horvath Brings His A Game to Cannabis: Will It Be
Enough?”, MG Magazine, January 30, 2019)
With each new cannabis venture, the brand’s goal is to invest in and improve each community that welcomes its
business. This is achieved through beautifully designed stores and innovative proprietary operations that engage
the consumer through safe, compliant and professional business practices. Contributing to the community is
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always a top priority of the Cookies brand, as evidenced by the many awards and recognitions received by its
Maywood location (See, “Community Benefits” section of this Application).

019
v2.6.2

SALES DATA ANALYSIS FOR COOKIES LOS ANGELES AND COOKIES MELROSE
Cookies compiles sales data for each of its’ dispensaries to assist in operational efficiency, inventory control and
financial forecasting. The following charts and graphs
provide detailed breakdowns by category for Cookies Los
Reports
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Reports
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Cookies Pasadena
OWNERS AND MANGEMENT TEAM PROFILES
EDVIN MAILYAN, Chief Executive Officer

Mr. Mailyan has been working in the emerging cannabis industry for over 8 years. His experience includes a variety
of executive roles within the cannabis industry, including retail management, cultivation, and product
manufacturing. Mr. Mailyan was the retail manager for 420 Grand dispensary (420 Grand), lawfully operating in
the City of Los Angeles continuously since 2007. in 2017, Mr. Mailyan became an owner and was responsible for
complying with the rules and regulations of the Los Angeles Department of Cannabis Regulations (DCR) and was
granted local approval and state licensing in 2018. Mr. Mailyan was responsible for compliant operations under
Los Angeles’ prior regulatory scheme, Proposition D beginning in 2013, including product procurement,
verification of qualified patient status of its members and the collection and quarterly payment of taxes to the
Los Angeles Office of Finance under Measure M. In August 2018, 420 Grand changed its corporate name to
Cannatopia Gardens, Inc. where Mr. Mailyan currently remains as an officer of the corporation and assists with
day to day operations, including business development, product procurement, financial oversight, human
resources and compliance management.
Mr. Mailyan currently serves as a managing member of LAV Maywood, LLC (LAV), which is responsible for the day
to day operations of Maywood L’Chaim, Inc., the corporation operating the Cookies Los Angeles Dispensary in
Maywood. Cookies Los Angeles is a fully integrated cannabis campus comprising 25000 square feet,
encompassing state licensed retail, cultivation and manufacturing facilities. Mr. Mailyan, through LAV, provides
management support to Cookies Los Angeles’ in addition to business development and corporate strategy. Mr.
Mailyan is also an owner in the Cookies San Bernardino cannabis dispensary that was recently awarded local
approval and is in the process of securing state licensing.
Mr. Mailyan brings years of cannabis compliance expertise to all his projects. He has closely monitored and
complied with the ever-changing local cannabis regulations, including California state regulations (Proposition
215, the Medical Marijuana Program Act and the Medical Adult Use Cannabis Regulation and Safety Act) and the
ever-changing regulatory landscape in the City of Los Angeles. Mr. Mailyan continues to demonstrate his ability
to follow the regulations of the Bureau of Cannabis Control (BBC) and Los Angeles’ Department of Cannabis
Regulations (DCR) closely to ensure full compliance with all of the latest rules and regulations.
Mr. Mailyan is committed to being a positive and contributing member of the communities he serves and regularly
participates in advocacy and charity organizations. He is a member of Angeles Emeralds, a group dedicated to
enhancing the community’s general knowledge of cannabis and promoting fair laws that provide equal access
within self-incorporated cities in Los Angeles County. As set forth in more detail in the Community Benefits
Section of this application, Mr. Mailyan has also organized and participated in hundreds of hours of community
service in the Los Angeles neighborhoods surrounding the Cookies Los Angeles location. Community service
efforts include participating in volunteer neighborhood trash pickups, holiday toy drives, neighborhood safety and
security initiatives, and involvement in the local chamber of commerce. Mr. Mailyan now seeks to bring this
charity and community outreach to the City of Pasadena.
Mr. Mailyan is a manger and therefore qualifies as an owner on the following licenses which have been issued to
Cookies in the Cities of Maywood and San Bernardino:
City of Maywood Commercial Cannabis State Microbusiness Licenses (Maywood L’Chaim, Inc.):
• CANNABIS STORE FRONT DISPENSARY (Type A-12-18-0000029-Temp)
• CANNABIS CULTIVATION (Type A-12-18-0000029-Temp)
• CANNABIS MANUFACTURING (Type A-12-18-0000029-Temp)
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City of San Bernardino Commercial Cannabis State Licenses (RznHead, Inc.)
• Medical and Adult Micro Business (Type 12-18-0000166-Temp)
Mr. Mailyan is also listed as an owner and manager on the following licenses which have been issued in the City
of Los Angeles:
City of Los Angeles Commercial Cannabis State Licenses (Cannatopia Gardens, Inc.):
• Medical and Adult Use Retail (Type 10-18-0000186-Temp)
• Medical and Adult Use Cultivation (Type-ML18-0015204-Temp)
• Medical and Adult Use Distribution (Type 11-18-0000627-Temp)
DANIEL DAVID DVORSKY, Chief Financial Officer and Director of Marketing

Mr. Dvorsky’s business and management background began with a successful career in global transportation and
supply chain logistics, evolving into the installation of retail stores for national brands, H&M, Guess, Tory Birch
and others. Beginning in 1984, Mr. Dvorsky created the film and entertainment division for DHL Worldwide,
responsible for the global distribution of documents and production materials globally for Warner Brothers,
Disney and Fox. Mr. Dvorsky went on to start his own transportation and logistics company, Blade Express,
specializing in maintaining brand consistency for the delivery of completed retail stores for H&M, Guess, Tory
Birch and others. At all times, Mr. Dvorksy was required to comply with complex and overlapping local, national
and international customs regulations relating to transportation and logistics, managing inventory and
warehousing of materials with a focus on brand consistency and delivering a quality product in a first-class retail
environment.
Beginning in 2016 Mr. Dvorksy became interested in the burgeoning cannabis industry, sensing a need for his
skills in managing complex systems involving brand development and consistency, logistics, transportation,
distribution and retail operations. Mr. Dvorksy began participating in the state sponsored meetings offered by
the Bureau of Cannabis Control focused on transportation and logistics and brand development. In January 2018,
Mr. Dvorksy joined as CEO of Maywood L,Chaim, the corporate entity operating the Cookies Los Angeles
dispensary and was responsible for the development and delivery of the dispensary at its current Maywood
location. Mr. Dvorsky negotiated and executed the Development Agreement utilized by the City of Maywood that
sets forth the local regulatory requirements and tax structure for the City. In addition, Mr. Dvorsky is the
managing member of LAV Maywood, LLC, the entity responsible for the day to day compliance, financial
management, purchasing and overall business operations for Cookies Los Angeles. Mr. Dvorsky is directly involved
in the financial oversight, inventory control, tracking and tracing of all product received and sold using FlowHub
POS software, providing for the collection of excise taxes for payment to licensed distribution companies.
In preparation for launching Cookies Los Angeles, Mr. Dvorsky served as Project Manager and oversaw all aspects
of operations, including product manufacturing, distribution, and retail strategy related to store design, customer
experience, and establishment of manufacturing operations and coordinating strategic partnerships. As a
managing partner, Mr. Dvorsky is actively involved in executive leadership and networking within the cannabis
industry. Mr. Dvorsky will bring his strong working knowledge of the cannabis industry to Cookies Pasadena. Mr.
Dvorsky has created, built, and sold multiple businesses and has been responsible for the financial management
of millions of dollars in revenue and expenses. Mr. Dvorsky’s business knowledge, experience and attention to
detail will ensure compliance with the City of Pasadena’s and the State of California’s cannabis regulations.
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Mr. Dvorsky is listed as an owner on the following licenses which have been issued to Cookies Los Angeles:
City of Maywood Commercial Cannabis Microbusiness Licenses (Maywood L’Chaim, Inc.):
• CANNABIS STORE FRONT DISPENSARY (Type A-12-18-0000029-Temp)
• CANNABIS CULTIVATION (Type A-12-18-0000029-Temp)
• CANNABIS MANUFACTURING (Type A-12-18-0000029-Temp)
City of San Bernardino Commercial Cannabis State Licenses (RZN Head, Inc.)
• Medical and Adult Micro Business (C12-18-0000166-Temp)
ALIK ELIASIAN, Chief Operating Officer

Mr. Eliasian has extensive experience in the management and operations of lawful, regulated cannabis
dispensaries in the City of Los Angeles. Mr. Eliasian is the CEO and CFO for Green Earth Pharmacy, Inc. (Green
Earth), a state licensed cannabis retail, cultivation, manufacturing and distribution facility lawfully operating in the
City of Los Angeles since 2007. Mr. Eliasian acts as the day to day retail manager for Green Earth and is
responsible for operational compliance, product procurement, inventory controls, financial oversight, human
resources and complying with all aspects of the rules and regulations of the BCC and DCR. Mr. Eliasian also
provides day to day management support to the Cookies Melrose dispensary and adjacent Cookies apparel store
where Mr. Eliasian is responsible for the overall management and control of both locations.
Mr. Eliasian has a proven track record of growing sales in a dispensary setting and possesses strong working
knowledge of all the rules and regulations that pertain to California’s Cannabis industry. Mr. Eliasian has
demonstrated superior leadership skills in retail operations and inventory management as reflected by his
successful history working in Los Angeles’ regulated cannabis industry and senior management position with
Cookies Melrose.
Prior to working in cannabis, Mr. Eliasian developed his entrepreneurial skills through his development, ownership
and operation of the Loreno Car Wash in North Hollywood from 2009-2011. Mr. Eliasian started his carwash
business from scratch and sold it for a profit to pursue opportunities in California’s legal cannabis industry.
Mr. Eliasian is an owner and manager on the following state commercial cannabis licenses in the City of Los
Angeles:
City of Los Angeles Commercial Cannabis State Licenses:
Purple Heart Compassion, Inc., (“Cookies Melrose”)
• Medical and Adult Use Retail (C10-18-0000078-Temp)
•
•
•

Green Earth Pharmacy, Inc.
Medical and Adult Use Retail (C10-18-0000219-Temp)
Medical and Adult Use Distribution (C11-18-0000791-Temp)
Medical and Adult Use Manufacturing (CDPH-T00002237-Temp)
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CANNABIS INDUSTRY KNOWLEDGE
The owners and management team of Cookies Pasadena, Mr. Dvorsky, Mr. Mailyan, and Mr. Eliasian, possess a
wealth of knowledge and experience related to the legal cannabis industry in California, as evidenced by their
extensive real-world work experience in the field as set forth above. Through this established experience, the
owners have successfully implemented industry best practices as they relate to state regulations and standard
operating procedures through operating two other Cookies-branded dispensaries, Cookies Los Angeles and
Cookies Melrose and the soon to be operational Cookies San Bernardino.
As shown through the duration of this plan, the owners and management team possess expert knowledge of
industry best practices as they relate to the following areas of operating a successful retail cannabis dispensary:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Compliant operation with cannabis industry laws, rules, and regulations
Standard operating procedures
Financial management
POS software
California Cannabis Track-and-Trace procedures
State testing requirements
Human resource management
Customer education
Marketing regulations
Providing benefits to the local community
Cannabis strains and derivative products
Product procurement
Neighborhood compatibility and enhancement
Air quality/odor control of dispensaries
Employee safety
Theft reduction measures
Cash management
Product access protocols
Product deliveries
Security measures

OWNERSHIP TEAM’S INVOLVEMENT IN DAY TO DAY OPERATIONS
Below are descriptions of the ownership team’s intended roles in the day-to-day operation of Cookies Pasadena.
Edvin Mailyan, CEO
Mr. Mailyan, as the CEO of the Company, will have primary supervising responsibility for the following roles:
Corporate Development and Compliance Management:
•
Create, communicate, and implement the Company's vision, mission, and overall strategy
•
Develop, communicate, and implement effective growth strategies and processes for
retail
locations and online store
•
Manage product procurement, oversee retail operations, and ensure company compliance
with all laws, rules, and regulations as set forth by the City of Pasadena and
the Medicinal and
Adult-Use Cannabis Regulation and Safety Act (MAUCRSA)
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Marketing Management:
•
Develop and implement marketing and advertising campaigns; Oversee the Director of
Marketing
•
Maintain awareness of both the external and internal competitive landscape,
opportunities
for expansion, customer relations, markets, and new industry developments and standards
Human Resources:
•
Post career opportunities on online job boards and company website; oversee hiring with
COO, onboarding, and training; conduct employee performance reviews
Partnership Development:
•
Identify and establish new strategic partnerships with product suppliers, service providers, and
local non-profit organizations
Business Development:
•
Manage the creation of proposals to prospective suppliers; Attend industry-related
regulatory information sessions, conferences and trade shows
Daniel Dvorsky, CFO & Director of Marketing
Mr. Dvorsky as CFO and Director of Marketing of the Company will be responsible for the following:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Financial oversight, sales and activity reports and maintain performance and financial data, identify
areas needing cost reduction and/or program improvement
Oversee the development and implementation of marketing and advertising campaigns;
Ensure all marketing plans meets or exceeds the local and state rules that pertain to marketing cannabis
products.
Develop, communicate, and implement effective growth strategies and processes for identifying new
customers and growing sales;
Develop and maintain strategic relationships with third-party marketing companies;
Maintain awareness of both the external and internal competitive landscape, opportunities for expansion,
customer relations, markets, and new industry developments and standards;
Increase market share and exceed established sales targets;
Maintain knowledge of product lines and promotions to generate sales;
Represent the company at various trade shows, conferences, and distributor events;
Identify and establish new strategic partnerships with other distributors.

Alik Eliasian, COO
Mr. Eliasian as the COO of the Company will be responsible for the following:
• Handle purchasing, invoicing, accounts management, human resources, and legal matters;
• Work with the CEO to create, communicate, and implement the Company's vision, mission, and overall
direction;
• Lead the development and implementation of the Company's overall strategy;
• Train, manage, and support staff, facilitating their ability to meet quotas and targets;
• Develop, communicate, and implement effective growth strategies and processes;
• Update objectives and plans in accordance with ongoing business conditions;
• Conduct business analyses and external research to support decision-making process;
• Review financial statements, sales and activity reports, and other performance data to measure
productivity and goal achievement and to identify areas needing cost reduction and program
improvement;
• Ensure the development and expansion of the Company.
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Organizational Chart for Cookies Pasadena:

CEO & Store
Manager
(Mr. Mailyan)

COO & Assistant
Store Manager
(Mr. Eliasian)

Security Guards

Receptionists

Customer Service,
Floor Managers

Vault Manager

CFO & Director of
Marketing
(Mr. Dvorsky)

Reps/Bud Tenders
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SECTION 2: BUSINESS PLAN
MISSION STATEMENT

“Cookies Pasadena’s mission is to continue to provide the cannabis consumer
with the highest-class retail cannabis experience through the strength of its
well-recognized and industry-leading brand, proprietary operating model, with
access to the highest quality products, unmatched industry experience and
professionalism in a safe and legally compliant retail cannabis store.”
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OBJECTIVES
The purpose of this plan is to provide the City of Pasadena with the information necessary to evaluate the
experience, scope and future growth of Cookies Pasadena in the marketplace. In addition to serving as a roadmap
for management, the plan will show that:
1. The Company is well prepared to execute a business model that meets and exceeds all applicable laws
and regulations established by the Bureau of Cannabis Control and the Medicinal and Adult-Use Cannabis
Regulation and Safety Act (MAUCRSA) in the State of California.
2. The Company will comply with all local rules, regulations, ordinances, and bylaws that pertain to the City
of Pasadena.
3. The Cannabis License Applicant, MED Enterprise Inc. (“Cookies Pasadena”), possesses the resources, legal
industry experience and managerial expertise necessary for the development and successful operation of
the Company.
4. The Applicant will invest a considerable sum REDACTED into the Company, which will allow for a longlasting, profitable business that will serve the needs of Pasadena in creating a safe and healthy community
that assists in combating the proliferation of illegal marijuana operations, drug-related crime and teen
drug use.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Cookies Pasadena (“the Company” “Cookies” or
“MED Enterprise, Inc.”) will be the Company’s
newest cannabis dispensary in the COOKIES retail
cannabis dispensary brand founded by the
entertainer/rapper, BERNER. The business model
was born from the shared vision of successful and
experienced partners who are expanding their highly
profitable cannabis venture to Pasadena. With the
advent of the legalization of cannabis for
recreational and medical purposes, the Company
intends to capitalize on this opportunity by seeking a
local license to operate as a cannabis dispensary in
Pasadena, CA. The company will sell cannabis flower, pre-rolled joints, edibles, concentrates, vaporizer cartridges,
and other cannabis products to adults aged 21 and older for adult-use purposes and qualified patients 18 and
over with valid ID and a doctor’s recommendation for Medical purposes. The Company will strictly adhere to all
applicable laws, regulations and guidelines as set forth in the Cannabis Laws and Regulations of California, as
codified in the Medical Adult-Use Cannabis Regulation and Safety Act (MAUCRSA).
Local Regulatory Framework: Pasadena has approved a regulatory framework that provides the foundation for a
thriving cannabis marketplace in the City. The Pasadena City Council passed an ordinance that positions the City
to gain a regional advantage in an industry that generated an estimated $5 billion in revenue in California during
2018.
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Keys to Success: The keys to Cookies’ success are:
1) providing the cannabis consumer with an unmatched, high-class shopping experience through its
proprietary operating model;
2) the exclusive availability of rare and unique cannabis strains, cultivated for maximum potency and
produced through state of the art cultivation and manufacturing methodologies;
3) the strength of Cookies’ well-recognized and industry-leading brand, which lends itself to engaging
consumers in a unique retail experience through in-person celebrity endorsements, limited edition and
exclusive product offerings, and other proven market-building strategies; and
4) the strength of the Cookies social media platforms where more than 1.5 million followers are regularly
engaged with the Cookies brand through Cookies affiliated Instagram accounts: @CookiesCalifornia,
@CookiesSF and @Berner415.
Market Opportunity: There has been a significant increase in cannabis consumption among Californians over the
past year. Consumers currently account for 29 percent of adults in California, which is up from 23 percent in 2017.
With nearly 40 million residents, California's market represents approximately one-third of the North American
cannabis market. Business Insider predicted that retail cannabis sales could reach $5.1 billion by 2019. Analysts
at Cowen & Co. believe the nation's legal cannabis industry could reach $50 billion by 2026, with California
accounting for $25 billion of that market, according to CFN Media Group.
Marketing: Marketing for Cookies Pasadena will be done through a variety of channels, with the Internet and
social media networking being the primary drivers. Social media platforms, primarily Instagram, are the leading
marketing tool utilized by cannabis companies seeking to attract new customers and increase their exposure.
Currently, more than 1.5 million followers are regularly engaged with the Cookies brand through Cookies affiliated
Instagram accounts: @CookiesCalifornia, @CookiesSF and @Berner415. The Company will additionally develop
a website that outlines the products that are being offered to Pasadena’s consumers, which will be updated in
real time. This will allow Cookies’ customers to view and preorder products for pick up at the store. The Company’s
website will utilize Search Engine Optimization (SEO) to give it more traction and traffic that will ultimately
translate into increased revenue and profit margins. The Company will also have an authentic social media
presence at Weedmaps, Leafly, Wikileaf, and Yelp. This marketing model has proven effective through Cookies’
existing cannabis retail operations, Cookies Los Angeles and Cookies Melrose.
Target Market: The primary target market for the cannabis products that will be offered by Cookies Pasadena will
be adults over the age of 21 with a focus on males between the ages of 21 and 34. Persons in this age group,
especially males, have shown a much stronger inclination to be actively involved in enjoying cannabis products.
According to the research:
• Marijuana dispensaries serve customers aged 21 and over.
• The average marijuana consumer spends
on cannabis products per trip to the dispensary
• Cannabis smokers spent
on average in the last year buying cannabis products
• There are more than twice as many men as women in customer loyalty programs
REDACTED

REDACTED
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LOCATION: PASADENA, CALIFORNIA
Pasadena has an estimated population of 142,6471, making
it the ninth largest city in Los Angeles County. Businesses in
the City benefit from a supportive local government, as
evidenced by Pasadena being recognized as a finalist in the
20th annual “Most Business Friendly City Awards” by the Los
Angeles Economic Development Corporation.2 Pasadena
provides a high quality of life for its residents and serves as
an employment, retail, and cultural destination for
surrounding communities. Pasadena was named as one of
the best cities to live in the U.S. by Outside Magazine and
publications such as National Geographic Traveler have
featured the City as a highly desirable destination, full of
shopping and entertainment amenities. The City of
Pasadena has a long tradition of cultural vibrancy, inviting
ambiance, and lively charm, which will be honored by Cookies Pasadena (please see Design Concept Integration
section).

REDACTED

Source: City of Pasadena

Source: City of Pasadena

KEY SUCCESS FACTORS
The Company will adhere to the following key success factors in growing its business3:
Ability to attract customers: By providing the cannabis consumer with 1) an unmatched, high-class shopping
experience through its proprietary “Concierge” operating model; 2) the exclusive availability of rare and unique
cannabis strains produced through state of the art cultivation and manufacturing methodologies; and 3) the
strength of Cookies’ well-recognized and industry-leading brand, which lends itself to engaging consumers in a
unique retail experience through in-person celebrity endorsements, limited edition and exclusive product
1

“Pasadena, California Facts.” U.S. Census Bureau. 2017. Obtained at https://factfinder2.census.gov/faces/nav/jsf/pages/index.xhtml.
“Pasadena Economic Development.” City of Pasadena. 2018. Obtained at https://www.cityofpasadena.net.
3 “Medical & Recreational Marijuana Stores in the US.” IBISWorld. 2018. Obtained at www.ibisworld.com.
2
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offerings. Social media platforms, primarily Instagram, serve as the single most effective marketing tool for
cannabis businesses. Currently, Cookies California has in excess of 126,000 followers on Instagram for its cannabis
brand and over 411,000 followers in support of Cookies’ clothing brand. (See, Instagram for @CookiesCalifornia
and @CookiesSF, respectively). Cookies’ Brand Ambassador, Berner, has over 1 million followers on Instagram
who are regularly engaged with the Cookies Brand.
Ability to attract community support: Recreational marijuana stores that lack community support often become
nuisances and create problems for local communities. Through Cookies’ community benefits plan, attached to
the operating plan, Cookies prides itself on being an outstanding contributing member of the community.
Understanding government policies and their implications: Marijuana legislation is complicated at all levels of the
government. Successful operators must be able to navigate the regulatory landscape at both the state and federal
level. Cookies relies on industry leading cannabis compliance attorneys at the Shevin Law Group to stay on top of
the ever-changing regulatory landscape. The Shevin Law Group was recognized by Entrepreneur Magazine as one
of the top 9 cannabis business consulting and compliance firms in the country. (See, “100 Cannabis Leaders:
Celebrating the Movers, Shakers and Bakers of 2018”, Entrepreneur Magazine, October, 2018)
Marketing of differentiated and vertically integrated products: Through Cookies vertically integrated cultivation
and manufacturing facility at the Cookies Los Angeles Campus, Cookies has exclusive access to the most desirable
cannabis flower and cannabis products in the industry. By producing and accessing their own branded product
lines under the Cookies Brand, at preferred pricing, Cookies Pasadena has a critical competitive advantage in the
retail cannabis marketplace that has quickly led to profitably at its Cookies Los Angeles and Cookies Melrose
dispensaries. Dispensaries must effectively procure and promote their product inventory, given the differentiated
nature of the flower, concentrate, and edible cannabis products available in the market. Promotional efforts are
essential to attracting new customers. Cookies is the industry leader in the successful application of internet
marketing and social media campaigns through its Instagram platforms (@CookiesCalifornia, @Cookiessf and
Berner415) and through other online media platforms such as Leafly, Weedmaps, Wikileaf and Yelp.

COMPANY STRUCTURE AND LEGAL STATUS
Cookies Pasadena is registered as a C -corporation in the State of California (C4233871). The company is owned
and operated by MED Enterprise, Inc., a California Corporation specializing in the retail sale and distribution of
cannabis through it’s experienced management team.

COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS
The City of Pasadena will issue up to six commercial cannabis permits to retailers. Cookies Pasadena is keenly
aware that it must consistently analyze the local competitive landscape to accelerate its position in the
marketplace. As the Company builds its position and competitive advantages, it will continue to execute a
marketing plan that highlights the benefits of its products and services.
Industry competition is largely based on products’ price and quality. Marijuana can have diverse properties and
qualities, and only dispensaries that can consistently provide high-quality marijuana will attract demand from
consumers. Additionally, dispensaries must be able to provide competitive prices. Customers can purchase
marijuana from a wide range of dispensaries, making it easy to only acquire products from the lowest-priced
dispensaries. As a result, it is important that dispensaries use effective promotional efforts to attract new
customers. Furthermore, it is important that industry operators have access to the newest products (such as new
edibles, concentrate products and new flower varieties) and are able to source popular items at competitive
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prices. Cookies access to its own branded cannabis flower and cannabis products at preferred prices, with
demonstrated consumer demand, provide an enormous advantage for Cookies Pasadena.
The map below shows the current cannabis dispensaries in the Pasadena Area with the understanding that these
potential competitors may be operating illegally. Illegal dispensaries remain a major problem for the regulated
cannabis industry as licensed retailers are at a competitive disadvantage as compared to the illegal operators who
offer pricing incentives by avoiding paying the required taxes. Providing a legal alternative for cannabis consumers
to obtain their cannabis is the first step in countering the negative effects of illegal operators which include crimes
and teen drug use.

Source: Weedmaps
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COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES
The following is a listing of the primary competitive advantages of the Company upon entering the market.
Ø Knowledge, experience and complementary skill sets of the management team.
Ø Brand name recognition from existing Cookies’ dispensaries as reflected on the Cookies Instagram social
media platforms which currently have over 1.5 million followers. (See @CookiesCalifornia, @CookiesSF
and @Berner415 on Instagram).
Ø Operating synergies from the Company’s sister dispensaries, cultivation and manufacturing facilities
that provide vertical integration at preferred pricing.
Ø Possession of one of a limited number of Dispensary licenses in the City of Pasadena.
Ø Highest-quality products at a competitive price.
Ø Wide variety of cannabis flower varieties and products tailored towards obtaining specific effects.
Ø Strong focus on customer service through Cookies’ proprietary “Concierge” retail model and online
preorder platform.
Ø Proven marketing strategy.
Ø Industry-leading employee training.
Ø Customer education procedures.
Ø Promotional pricing strategies.
Ø Convenience of location and ambiance of store.
Ø Unwavering commitment to abiding by all laws, rules, and regulations.

BARRIERS TO ENTRY4
State regulation: The passage of new legislation has greatly
benefited industry operators by legalizing medical and adultuse marijuana. During the current five-year period, barriers to
entry have decreased as 33 states have passed legislation
legalizing some level of medical marijuana sales. While states
provide a legal avenue for operators to open dispensaries,
regulations are extensive and costly for prospective operators.
Although regulation varies by state, operators must obtain the
required licenses and permits.
Capital requirements: Although cannabis dispensaries require
capital commitments similar to other retail stores, cannabis
operators are impeded by their relative inability to obtain financing from traditional sources. To open a
dispensary, operators must acquire a location, hire employees, purchase inventory and buy advertising, among
other things. However, because the cultivation, distribution and use of cannabis remain illegal at the federal level,
traditional financial institutions have been hesitant to provide financing to new entrants. As a result, new
operators have been forced to rely on personal savings and loans from family members and friends to enter the
industry, limiting entry.

Cookies Pasadena will ensure it meets and exceeds all State regulations related to opening and operating its
business. The industry’s limited ability to obtain financing from traditional sources represents a strategic
advantage for the Company as it possesses adequate funding.

4

“Medical & Recreational Marijuana Stores in the US.” IBISWorld. 2018. Obtained at www.ibisworld.com.
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SWOT ANALYSIS
The following is a listing of the key strengths and weaknesses of Cookies Pasadena, as well as the opportunities
and threats that exist in the marketplace.
Strengths
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Work ethic and experience of the management
team
Experience launching and operating cannabis
dispensaries in California.
Strong understanding of the needs of the target
market
Willingness to listen to customers about their
wants and needs and take strategic action
related to their feedback
Scope of products that target specific desired
effects
Product quality and unique strains
Superior customer service and unbeatable
value
Strong network of suppliers, i.e. buy direct from
consistent and reliable quality producers

Weaknesses

•

Opportunities
•
•
•
•
•
•

US economy and consumer spending are rising
Industry profit margins are increasing
Growing acceptance of medical and
recreational marijuana in the U.S.
Create excitement as a new offering
Expansion through additional retail stores
Capability to give back to the local community
through job creation, tax revenue, and reducing
the negative impact of the black market for
cannabis.

As a new business, the Company must build its
brand awareness and credibility in a new
market

Threats

•
•

Business cycle fluctuations could temporarily
reduce market demand
Other competitors that will be entering the
target market
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DEMAND FOR CANNABIS IN CALIFORNIA5
To estimate the likely number of resident medical cannabis patients and resident adult-use consumers in 2018,
McAllister Garfield, a top marijuana law firm in Colorado, used the combination of cannabis use prevalence data
from the most recent National Survey on Drug Use and Health (“NSDUH”), medical cannabis registry data from
the California Department of Consumer Protection (“CDCP”), patient estimates from the Marijuana Policy Project
(“MPP”), and population projections from the California Department of Finance. Calculations using these sources
indicate that there will be about 870,000 California medical cannabis patients, 1.99 million monthly adult-use
consumers 21 years of age and older, and 4.48 million yearly adult-use consumers 21 years of age and older in
2018.
Recent studies, as well as primary surveys conducted by Marijuana Policy Group (MPG), reveal that approximately
36.6 percent of past-month respondents use cannabis between one and five days per month and consume 0.67
grams of cannabis flower or cannabis flower equivalent on those days of consumption. Following this user
segmentation process, MPG estimated total annual demand of 743 metric tons of cannabis flower equivalent in
2018 (not including visitor and tourist demand).
An often-overlooked characteristic of the cannabis market is the split between regulated and unregulated
channels. Unregulated channels can be further broken apart into illicit black-market operations and gray market
operations (home grows, caregivers, etc.), which are not illegal in their own right but are inherently difficult to
regulate and monitor. As we’ve observed in other legalized states, unregulated channels will continue to persist,
and the degree to which they remain is dependent upon a number of factors, including tax rates, retail pricing
among regulated operators (heavily influenced by upstream production costs), dispensary locations and access,
quality and variety of products offered, and supply shortages, among others. Additionally, given the strong
presence of currently unregulated cannabis production in California, it is plausible that the unregulated supply
channels will retain a higher percentage of the market demand than observed in other regulated states, such as
Colorado and Washington. McAllister Garfield estimates that, in 2018, regulated channels accounted for just over
50 percent of market production, bringing the total resident market demand for regulated channels to 371.5
metric tons of flower equivalent.
California Visitor Demand for Cannabis
In addition to estimating California residents’ demand for cannabis, MPG also analyzes cannabis demand
attributable to non-residents (i.e., visitors and tourists). Using 2016 annual visitation data from Visit California,
McAllister Garfield estimated 2018 visitor demand for California cannabis to be 36.6 metric tons of flower
equivalent (excludes in-state residents reported as visitors and tourists). Again, acknowledging that unregulated
channels will persist, likely even for visitors, McAllister Garfield reduces the total quantity demanded by five
percent, equating to 34.8 metric tons of flower equivalent in the regulated channels. Total regulated demand in
2018 is estimated to have been 222.9 metric tons of medical cannabis and 183.4 metric tons of adult-use cannabis.

MARIJUANA MARKET OVERVIEW
CONSUMER DEMOGRAPHICS

Marijuana pop culture has traditionally centered around the young male smoker and his high times. But the
legalization movement has made marijuana more accessible than ever before. 25- to 29-year-olds account for the
largest percentage of customer loyalty members (20%), followed by 21- to 24-year-olds (16%).

5

https://mcallistergarfield.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/CA-Opp.-Report-Compiled-9.27.18.pdf
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The average customer age is 37.6-years-old, which highlights the significance of the market demand by consumers
over the age of 40. The average age for female customers is slightly older at 38.2 while the average age for males
is 37.4. People ages 65 to 95 make up less than 5% of customers.6

CONSUMER SPENDING HABITS7

Most people spend between
and
per trip to a marijuana dispensary, with a
median spend per trip.
34.7% of customers spend less than
on average, usually picking up a single item. Only 8.2% spend more than
/trip. The average cannabis consumer spends
on products per trip to a dispensary.
REDACTED

REDACTED

REDACTED

REDACTED

REDACTED

REDACTED

PRODUCT SEGMENTATION8
Flower products: IBISWorld estimates that
smokable marijuana products (flower or bud
products) comprise 57.0% of industry revenue,
though flower sales have slowed relative to other
consumables. Certain Indica products can be used
to treat anxiety, chronic pain, insomnia, and muscle
spasms. In general, Indica provides more physical
relaxation than the Sativa strain, and many
consumers use Indica as a sleep aid. Sativa cannabis
REDACTED
products are used as a stimulant to improve
appetite, relieve depression, migraines, pain, and nausea. Sativa is also more popular for patients during the day
or at parties because it can increase alertness. The Cookies brand has its own proprietary cannabis strains, which
sets it apart from the competition (please refer to the Product Offerings section).
Concentrates: Cannabis concentrates include any product created by an extraction process. Concentrates include:
kief, a dry sift or pollen of the cannabis flower; hash, a concentrate made from compressing cannabis plant resin;
butane hash oil (BHO), or a potent concentrate consumed for dabbing and other vaporization methods; cannabis
oil, used in portable vaporizer pens; Rick Simpson Oil (RSO) or Phoenix Tears, which are liquid types of tinctures
that are orally administered. Concentrates represent a rapidly growing product segment and are estimated to
account for 23.0% of revenue.

“Cannabis Market Insights: What Does the Average Marijuana Consumer Look Like?” Headset Intelligence
“Cannabis Market Insights: What Does the Average Marijuana Consumer Look Like?” Headset Intelligence
8 “Medical & Recreational Marijuana Stores in the US.” IBISWorld. 2018. Obtained at www.ibisworld.com.
6
7
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Edible cannabis products: Edible cannabis products (edibles), or marijuana-infused products, are goods that
contain cannabis that can be consumed orally. Edibles can take the form of food, extracts and oils, and range from
marijuana-infused mints and candies to baked goods and beverages, along with many other products. Over the
past five years, edible marijuana products have grown rapidly as a share of industry revenue. Edibles account for
an estimated 13.0% of total retail sales and are expected to consume a larger share of total retail sales over the
next five years.
Pre-rolled cigarettes: In 2018, pre-rolled marijuana cigarettes accounted for 5.0% of revenue. Pre-rolled joints are
especially popular with new cannabis users and are expected to increase in market share of over the coming years.

MARKET SEGMENTATION9

REDACTED
Age and gender: The industry’s customer markets can be segmented across a variety of factors, including sex,
age, and ailments for which medical marijuana is prescribed. The median age of a marijuana customer is 41.5
years of age. 24.0% of customers are between the ages of 18-30; 26.0% of customers are between the ages of
31-40; 23.0% of customers are between the ages of 41-50, and 27.0% of customers are more than 50 years old.
The customer market is heavily skewed toward males, who account for 66.0% of all marijuana sales, while females
account for the remaining 34.0% of industry revenue.
Recreational marijuana customers: The sale of recreational cannabis is currently limited to the states that have
passed laws legalizing full adult use. Although the sale of recreational marijuana only began truly ramping up in
2014, it had grown to command nearly a third of the customer market for legal marijuana in 2018. Recreational
users typically smoke marijuana in hand-rolled joints or pipes or water pipes (“bongs”). They also smoke marijuana
in “blunts,” which are cigars that have been emptied of tobacco and refilled with a mixture of marijuana and
tobacco. Recreational marijuana users typically smoke to obtain a high, which affects the part of the brain that
influences pleasure, memory, thinking, concentration, sensation, time perception, and coordinated movement.

Currently, legal recreational marijuana use is limited to the states of Alaska, California, Colorado, Maine, Oregon,
Vermont, and Washington. However, recreational users’ share of the market is set to expand rapidly over the next
five years as additional states permit the purchase of cannabis for recreational use and pass legislation authorizing
its sale. Moreover, the expansion of recreational marijuana to the industry’s largest market, California, will likely
increase this segment of revenue.

9

“Medical & Recreational Marijuana Stores in the US.” IBISWorld. 2018. Obtained at www.ibisworld.com.
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SUB-SECTION 2A: OPERATIONS
STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES (SOP)
Cookies Pasadena will follow the same standard operating procedures as its sister dispensaries, Cookies Los
Angeles and Cookies Melrose, as these procedures are proven to be both effective and compliant with MAUCRSA.
Below is a detailed description of the Company’s standard operating procedures.
Dispensing Procedures
The following procedures will be implemented for dispensing marijuana products to customers:

1. The store entrance will be controlled, with a buzz-in system to limit access and/or entry.
2. Customer will enter the reception room and be greeted by a security guard.
3. The security guard will immediately check the customer’s identification to ensure they are at least 21
years of age. An individual will not be admitted to the premises unless Cookies Pasadena has verified that
the individual is 21 years of age or older by their proof of identification or over the age of eighteen (18)
with valid medical recommendation.
4. Customer will wait in the waiting room until being let into the product dispensary room. Only one
customer per customer service representative will be allowed in the dispensing room at a time.
5. A customer service representative will check the customer’s identification for a second time to confirm
legal age.
6. A customer service representative will take the customer’s order and show the available products and
give professional advice. All products present in the dispensary will be pre-packaged and accounted for
in the Company’s inventory management software system, Flowhub.
7. The inventory management software system’s integrated barcode scanners and point of sale terminals
will be used to process all orders and payments, which will automatically update current inventory levels
and revenue.
8. Cash payments will be placed in a safe and staff will not keep more than
in their cash drawer at a
time.
9. Products will be placed in a child-proof exit-package and customers will be notified about the applicable
laws related to transporting and consuming marijuana products. All applicable consumer laws and
warnings will be explicitly stated on the product packaging and the state required Proposition 65 warnings
will be posted conspicuously inside the store.
10. Customer will exit the building through a separate door that is designated as an exit only.
11. The entire dispensing process will be recorded on video surveillance.
12. Cookies Pasadena will not sell more than 28.5 grams of marijuana flower or eight grams of marijuana
concentrate or a combination thereof to a consumer at a time.
13. Cookies Pasadena will not gift marijuana or marijuana products to a consumer contingent upon the sale
of any other product.
14. Cookies Pasadena will not sell marijuana products containing nicotine or alcohol.
15. Smoking, ingesting, or consuming cannabis on site is strictly prohibited.
REDACTED

Retail Hours
Cookies Pasadena will only operate during the hours specified in the permit issued by the City of Pasadena, in
compliance with the City’s Municipal Code. There will be a Manager onsite during all hours of operations. When
the facility is not open, the premises will be securely locked with commercial-grade, non-residential locks; an
active alarm system; and only employees and contractors who have prior approval will be allowed access to the
building. The proposed hours of operation will be 7 am to 10 pm, Monday through Sunday.
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Retail Areas
Cannabis goods available for inspection shall only be displayed inside the designated retail area and will not be
visible from outside the licensed premises. Furthermore, any cannabis goods that are removed from their
packaging for display will neither be sold nor consumed and will be destroyed pursuant to the Company’s waste
management plan. While customers are present in the retail area, an employee of Cookies will be physically
present at all times. All sales of cannabis will take place only within the retail area of the licensed premises. Part
of the Company’s retail plan includes allocating a section to sell non-cannabis products, such as devices for proper
consumption of cannabis goods. At no time will the Company engage in the sale of any alcohol products, tobacco
products or cannabis beverages on its premises.

The retail area will only be stocked with enough cannabis and cannabis product that is reasonably anticipated to
be sold based on estimated customer flow calculated by analyzing past patterns and the daily allowable limits for
purchase by medical cannabis patients. At this time, the daily limit for a cannabis patient is 8 ounces of medicinal
cannabis. Cookies will not allow any cannabis goods to be available for sale to a customer unless; the cannabis
goods were received from a licensed medicinal distributor; the cannabis goods have been verified to not exceed
their expiration or sell-by date if one is provided; and the products comply with all City and State packaging and
labeling requirements.
Cookies plans on having a variety of cannabis goods on display so that patients may inspect the quality prior to
purchase. Cannabis goods available for inspection will be removed from their packaging and only available for
customer inspection upon request and with direct assistance from one of our fully trained employees. Allowing
customers to inspect their cannabis is an integral component for consumers to access high quality medicine,
especially when all product must come to the facility prepackaged.
Customer Handling Strategy

Based on a proprietary, customer-centric “Concierge” user experience, the
retail showroom will feature retail “islands,” each with a fully stocked
product bar, populated with samples of adult-use cannabis products.
Internally, each island will contain a complete sample set of edibles,
cartridges, and other retail product SKUs. Additionally, the showroom
periphery will have strategically located refrigerators for concentrated
extracts, medicinal, and pet products.

Customer flow begins at the point of entry with client verification of
government-issued photo identification. A receptionist will place the
customer directly in the care of a trained Budtender “concierge” staff
member. Each concierge, equipped with an iPad, will escort assigned
customers to a retail island to evaluate the individual’s cannabis needs,
inquiries, and interests. This proprietary concept leverages a unique
application of two independent software platforms integrated via the
iPad. The concierge can show, suggest, and describe products based on
individual needs and understandings. Every product will be linked to a
photo and detailed description (including THC/CBD content, potency,
strain information, and pricing). The concierge’s primary responsibility is to build the individual customer order
based on their needs, escorting the customer throughout the retail experience with information for virtual order
building. Upon completion of the order, the concierge will direct the customer to a specific point-of-sale (POS)
station operated by a cashier, to await order fulfillment, order review, and the final sale.
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This integration of technology and design with human interaction
allows the budtender/concierge to concentrate on order-building
while allowing cashiers to concentrate on order fulfillment and
payment. The end result is increased customer satisfaction by
maximizing personal budtender attention, backed by technology and
information, to streamline order building. The orders are integrated
directly into the POS system for order fulfillment and cashier
processing. The two-step process (order building and order
completion) allows for minimal downtime fluctuations based on
customer needs and cannabis knowledge levels. Over time, all staff
members will be cross-trained to support reception, budtender, order
fulfillment, and cashier duties, which further supports fluctuating needs, based on client volume, time of day,
special products, and drop events.
Additionally, the entire inventory is directly linked to the Company’s POS
software and customer relationship management (CRM) interface via
cloud services. The Company’s inventory will be linked directly to its
proprietary website (www.cookiespasadena.com), which features a
direct link for virtual shipping and order building. An express pickup
terminal will be available for website order entry and other express
orders for immediate pickup and payment. Overall, this proven concept
maximizes an elevated customer shopping and educational experience,
while minimizing downtime for order fulfillment and payment. The
bottom line is reduced customer wait times, consistent flow in the
showroom, and the ability to handle multiple transactions, each at their
own pace.
DELIVERY
Any Cookies delivery employee will be at least 21 years of age. Delivery employees will be individuals who are
employed by Cookies Pasadena, and will be in charge of delivering cannabis goods from our licensed premises
to an authorized customer at a physical address. Cookies shall maintain an accurate list of all delivery employees,
as well as all delivery vehicles. These lists will be provided to the City and State any time upon request and as
part of the licensing process. Delivery drivers shall never leave the Cookies store with more than REDACTED in
total cannabis products and no more than REDACTED in product that has not been pre-ordered prior to the driver
leaving the store’s premises.
Delivery Request
Delivery orders will be taken over the phone by contacting Cookies. The employee in charge of accepting orders
will collect the customer’s name, age, address, contact number, physician’s recommendation (if applicable) and
order. If possible, we will process credit/debit cards over the phone to limit the delivery employee’s exposure
to risk by having to handle cash. Once the order has been received it will be processed and assembled for
delivery or, in the alternative, the information will be relayed to our delivery drivers in the field if they have the
products and capabilities on hand to fulfill that order.

Order preparation will begin with an employee preparing either a hard copy or electronic delivery request for
each delivery order of cannabis. The delivery request receipt shall contain the information listed below as
required by state law (these will be described in further detail later in these operating procedures):
(a)
Name and address of Cookies;
(b)
First name and employee number of Cookies’ delivery employee who delivered the order;
(c)
First name and employee number of Cookies’ employee who prepared the order for delivery;
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(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)

First name of the customer and a Cookies-assigned customer number for the person who
requested the delivery;
Date and time the delivery request was made;
Delivery address;
A detailed description of all cannabis goods requested for delivery. This will include the weight,
volume, or any other accurate measure of the amount of all cannabis goods requested;
The total amount paid for the delivery, including any taxes or fees, the cost of the cannabis
goods, and any other charges related to the delivery; and
Upon delivery, the date and time the delivery was made, and the signature of the customer who
received the delivery.

In addition to the aforementioned information, the employee charged with assembling the order will sufficiently
document any and all products set to go out for delivery. The employee will then enter the products into our
point of sale system to ensure that the ordering customer has not exceeded their daily limits.
At the time of the delivery, the delivery employee of Cookies will provide the customer with a copy of the
delivery request receipt. The delivery employee will keep a signed copy of the delivery request receipt for the
Cookies’ records.
Delivery Employees
The process will begin when the delivery employee leaves Cookies’ licensed premises with the cannabis goods
for delivery. The process will end when the delivery employee returns to the licensed premises after delivering
the cannabis goods to the customer(s).

While making deliveries of cannabis goods, Cookies’ delivery employee will only travel from the Cookies’ licensed
premises to the delivery address, from one delivery address to another delivery address, or from a delivery
address back to the Cookies’ licensed premises. Our delivery employees will not deviate from the delivery path,
except for necessary rest, fuel, or vehicle repair stops, or because road conditions make the route unsafe,
impossible, or impracticable.
In addition, during delivery, a Cookies employee will carry a copy of the current local and state cannabis licenses,
the employee’s government-issued identification, and an identification badge provided by Cookies.
Delivery Vehicles
Cookies’ delivery employee will only travel in an enclosed motor vehicle. Any vehicle used in delivery will be
operated only by a delivery employee. While carrying cannabis goods for delivery, the delivery employee will
ensure the cannabis goods are not visible to the public. Cookies’ delivery employee will not leave cannabis goods
in an unattended motor vehicle unless the vehicle is locked and equipped with an active vehicle alarm system.

A vehicle used for the delivery of cannabis goods will be outfitted with a dedicated Global Positioning System
(GPS) device for identifying the geographic location of the delivery vehicle, and this dedicated GPS device will
be owned by Cookies. The GPS device will only be used for deliveries. The device will be either permanently or
temporarily affixed to the delivery vehicle and will remain active and inside of the delivery vehicle at all times
during delivery. At all times, Cookies will be able to identify the geographic location of all delivery vehicles
making deliveries and upon request will provide that information to the Bureau.
Upon request, Cookies will provide the Bureau with information regarding any motor vehicle used for delivery,
including the make, model, color, Vehicle Identification Number, license plate number and Department of Motor
Vehicles registration information. Any motor vehicle used by Cookies to deliver cannabis goods is subject to
inspection by the Bureau. Vehicles used to deliver cannabis goods may be stopped and inspected by the Bureau
at any licensed premises or during delivery.
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WASTE MANAGEMENT
Whenever possible, the Company will recycle or otherwise reduce its impact on local and regional landfills by
sourcing sustainable products and reducing or eliminating unnecessary waste. Furthermore, Cookies will create
and adhere to cannabis waste management standard operating procedures, pursuant to Cal. Code of
Regulations §5054 for Retail Licensees, regulated by the Bureau of Cannabis Control. As part of these
regulations, Cookies will comply with all applicable waste management laws, including the applicable sections
of the Municipal Code and the California Public Resources Code. This includes establishing a secure restrictedaccess area for the destruction and disposal of cannabis goods and the storage of cannabis waste. Cookies will
engage an appropriate company serving the area which is a fully-permitted hauling service for the Cannabis
waste; and will keep proper records regarding the waste discarded and the method.
EMPLOYMENT AND COMPENSATION PLAN
Cookies is an equal opportunity employer and, as such, will adhere strictly to all state and federal civil rights
codes. The Company will abide by federal employment laws, such as the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA), the
Occupational Health and Safety Act (OSHA), Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (42 U.S.C. 2000e and
following), Age Discrimination in Employment Act (ADEA) at 29 U.S.C. 621-634, Americans With Disabilities Act
(ADA), at 42 U.S.C. 12101-12213, the Equal Pay Act (29 U.S.C. 206(d)), and the Immigration Reform and Control
Act of 1986 (IRCA) at 8 U.S.C. 1324. In addition, California labor laws will strictly be followed. These laws include
the Minimum Wage Order 2017 and the Equal Pay Act, updated with the California Fair Pay Act (SB 358). These
laws are the foundation for the employment plan generated by Cookies. All employees will be treated in a
professional manner. It is the Company’s goal to attain the respect and support of the local community. This can
only be achieved by respecting and supporting its employees.
HIRING
Cookies will hire the most qualified persons who apply for employment. Cookies will strive to hire all of its
workforce from the City of Pasadena and will strive to give preference to qualified individuals who demonstrate
a prior cannabis related arrest, are low income or both. A focus on local employees provides Cookies a great
opportunity to network within the city at large and build strong relationships with the community. The interview
process will include the vetting of potential employees. This vetting will be rigorous and will follow industry
standards to ensure that only the most qualified and morally upstanding candidates are selected for
employment. All potential employees will first obtain a commercial cannabis employee work permit from the
City prior to performing any work. Cookies will cover all costs associated with this regulatory requirement. The
company is committed to hiring all (or substantially all) of its employees from local Pasadena residents. One of
the greatest advantages of business in the economy of a city is to raise the employment level locally. In addition,
other members of the business community will benefit from the design, construction and other vendor
relationships required by the business.

Hiring Local People: Cookies will maximize hiring local people through an approach that combines working with
civic organizations and initiating its own specialized hiring and training center. The Company intends to hire all
well-qualified candidates from the City of Pasadena. To do this, Cookies will provide extensive training and an
apprenticeship period to allow the newly hired personnel to really understand the work and become effective
in their roles. Cookies has defined a two-pronged approach to provide the following tailored opportunities for
the people of the City of Pasadena to seek employment with Cookies.
Dedicated Cookies CCB Hiring and Training Program: Creation of a Cookies Hiring and Training Program in the
City of Pasadena. The Hiring and Training program will ensure that newly hired people will be equipped with all
of the information, thoroughly understand the rules and regulations, have opportunities to practice the
Standard Operating Procedures, and take exams before moving on to work in the actual Cookies facility in their
initial apprenticeship and probation period.
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Sponsorship of Job Recruitment Fairs and Events: Sponsorship and participation in City of Pasadena job
recruitment fairs and events that are conducted in partnership with non-profit entities.
LIVING WAGE COMPENSATION PLAN
The State of California has mandated a new compensation plan: The Minimum Wage Order (MW-17) that took
effect in January 2017. The Order mandates minimum wage rates for employees that increase every year
through 2023. It is recognized that the minimum wage is actually low and contributes to causing workers to be
among the working poor in Southern California. Understanding this, Cookies has made the decision, that workers
and employees of Cookies will earn no less than 150% of the California minimum wage or Federal minimum
wage, whichever is greater. This amount, 150% of the minimum wage, will be designated as the “Living Wage
Compensation.” Table 1 below shows the scheduled minimum wage rate for 2019-2023 and the accompanying
Living Wage Compensation derived from the California law and Minimum Wage requirements.
Date

Normal Wage for
Companies With
25 or Less
Employees

Living Wage for
Companies With
25 or Less
Employees

Normal Wage for
Companies with 26
or more Employees

Living Wage for
Companies With 26
or More Employees

January 1, 2019

REDACTED

/hour

REDACTED

/hour

REDACTED

/hour

REDACTED

January 1, 2020
January 1, 2021
January 1, 2022
January 1, 2023

REDACTED

/hour
/hour
REDACTED
/hour
REDACTED
/hour

REDACTED
REDACTED

/hour
/hour
REDACTED
/hour
REDACTED
/hour

REDACTED

REDACTED

/hour
/hour
REDACTED
/hour
REDACTED
/hour

REDACTED
REDACTED

REDACTED

/hour

/hour
/hour
REDACTED
/hour
REDACTED
/hour

Schedule of Minimum Wage and Living Wage for California, 2019-2023

COLLECTIVE BARGAINING RIGHTS
Collective bargaining is a right of all working Americans. Collective bargaining agreements are a cornerstone of
labor relations. These negotiations and behaviors are governed by the National Labor Relations Act (NLRA). It
explicitly grants employees the right to collectively bargain and join trade unions. The NLRA was originally enacted
by Congress in 1935 under its power to regulate interstate commerce. (U.S. Constitution Art. I, Section 8). Cookies
supports the rights of workers to organize and will follow the laws and regulations of the State of California and
the United States concerning these issues.

As mandated by State Law, when the company reaches an employment level of twenty (20) non-supervisory
employees, it will provide a statement that it will enter into, or demonstrate that it has already entered into, and
abide by the terms of a Labor Peace Agreement (SB 643 and AB266). The Labor Peace Agreement helps employers,
employees, and the State to ensure the continued smooth operations of the company and the well-being of the
employees. Cookies will support collective bargaining and establishing the Labor Peace Agreement.
BENEFITS STANDARDS AND PRACTICES
Cookies believes in creating an employment environment that fosters the best in its employees. This is
exemplified in the Benefits Program that is offered to all full-time employees. A version of the Benefits Plan will
also be developed and will be offered to part-time employees, based on their hours worked each month. Cookies
feels that taking care of employees and providing them with benefits exemplifies the respect that the Company
has for its employees. The Company wants them to feel valued and know that Cookies is a good employer and
will be there to help them.

The Benefits Program contains the following elements:

REDACTED
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REDACTED

An example of the Benefits Program is illustrated in the table below for an employee being paid REDACTED/hour. In
addition to the annual salary, Cookies pays, REDACTED in benefits comprising REDACTED of the Total Cash
Compensation calculated for the employee.
Analysis of Typical Benefits Program

REDACTED

REDACTED

REDACTED

REDACTED

Analysis and Explanation of Typical Benefits Program showing Total Cash Compensation for an employee earning
REDACTED
/hour

EMPLOYEE ANNUAL REVIEW, MERIT RAISES, BONUSES, AND PROMOTIONS
Three months before the end of the business fiscal year, a merit review process will take place that will allow all
full-time employees the opportunity to receive formal review and feedback on their performance from their
supervisor. On the basis of the performance review process, Cookies will provide merit raises based on a set of
metrics that all employees will have access to throughout the year. All employees will be involved in a continuous
training and coaching process that will allow them to fully understand the expectations of their performance in
their jobs as they go through their annual work cycle.

An employee’s performance across the year, measured in internal customer feedback, meetings, exams, and
coaching conversations will provide the basis for their merit review. Significant factors will include substantiated
levels of effort on the job, compliance with rules, leadership in identifying issues in the work environment,
exercising good judgment in taking responsibility or calling for appropriate assistance when problems arise, and
excellence in teamwork. At the time of the merit review, qualified employees will be considered for promotions
that will be based on merit and seniority, with fairness and equity being paramount concerns. All raises and
promotions will take place at the beginning of the fiscal year. Special bonus raises, or bonuses may be awarded
mid-year based on especially meritorious service, performance, or accomplishments. Such mid-year raises, and
bonuses will be subject to review and authorization from the leadership team and Board of Directors of Cookies.
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COMPLIANCE PROCEDURES
Cookies shall implement a range of compliance policies and procedures to ensure the dispensary is operating in
compliance with all State and Local rules and regulations. Many of these policies are referenced elsewhere in our
application and have been tagged appropriately.
COMPLIANCE COUNSEL
Cookies recognizes the complexity of the newly regulated market that is the cannabis industry. In order to stay
on top of all compliance and regulatory changes instituted by the Bureau of Cannabis Control, the governmental
agency that regulates marijuana sales, the Company has hired Shevin Law Group as its in-house corporate
compliance officers. Founder and managing attorney, Eric Shevin has been a staple in the cannabis industry for
over 25 years. Mr. Shevin provides counsel to lawful cannabis cultivators, processors, distributors, dispensary and
delivery outlets on issues involving legal structure, business formation, tax reporting and compliant business
operations. Mr. Shevin’s client list includes cannabis industry leaders in all aspects of the cannabis industry. Mr.
Shevin also assists clients with brand development, trademark and marketing solutions. Through his extensive
experience, Mr. Shevin possesses expert knowledge of the laws pertaining to the cannabis regulatory landscape
and providing guidance to business groups in the emerging cannabis industry. Shevin Law Group is a premier
cannabis-centric law firm that will help guide the Company through the regulatory pathways of the State and City.
The Shevin Law Group was recognized by Entrepreneur Magazine as one of the top 9 cannabis business consulting
and compliance firms in the country. (See, “100 Cannabis Leaders: Celebrating the Movers, Shakers and Bakers
of 2018”, Entrepreneur Magazine, October, 2018). Cookies’ goal is to utilize the Shevin Law Group for continuing
compliance with the Company’s operations, but more importantly to use them as a teaching tool so that all
employees of Cookies become knowledgeable in the field of cannabis compliance.
INFORMATIONAL LABEL
Employees engaged in product safety checks will also ensure the minimum requirements are met for the
informational label. The informational label is any part of the cannabis product that is not the primary label and
contains all information required by the CDPH and CDFA. The informational panel must include:
(a) The licensed manufacturer or cultivator and its contact number or website address;
(b) The date the cannabis product was manufactured and packaged;
(c) Medical products will contain the term “FOR MEDICAL USE ONLY.”
(d) A list of all product ingredients in descending order of predominance by weight or volume;
(e) Ingredients, flavoring, coloring, or an incidental additive that bears or contains a major food allergen,
then the word “contains” followed by a list of the applicable major food allergens. This aspect is important
to ensure patients are not consuming products that may be harmful to them;
(f) Names of any artificial food colorings;
(g) For edibles, the amount, in grams, of sodium, sugar, carbohydrates, and fat per serving;
(h) Instructions for use, such as methods of consumption or application;
(i) The product expiration date, or “use by” date if applicable, and ensuring that no products will be sold
if date has passed;
(j) The UID and batch number if applicable;
(k) If the cannabis product is perishable or is perishable after opening, the statement, “KEEP
REFRIGERATED” or “REFRIGERATE AFTER OPENING,” as applicable.
(l) The following statement for cannabis products in bold print: “GOVERNMENT WARNING: THIS PRODUCT
CONTAINS CANNABIS, A SCHEDULE I CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE. KEEP OUR OF REACH OF CHILDREN AND
ANIMALS. CANNABIS PRODUCTS MAY ONLY BE POSSESSED OR CONSUMED BY PERSONS 21 YEARS OF AGE OR
OLDER UNLESS THE PERSON IS A QUALIFIED PATIENT. THE INTOXICATING EFFECTS OF CANNABIS PRODUCTS MAY
BE DELAYED UP TO TWO HOURS. CANNABIS USE WHILE PREGNANT OR BREASTFEEDING MAY BE HARMFUL.
CONSUMPTION OF CANNABIS PRODUCTS IMPAIRS YOUR ABILITY TO DRIVE AND OPERATE MACHINERY. PLEASE
USE EXTREME CAUTION.”
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And for cannabis:
“GOVERNMENT WARNING: THIS PRODUCT CONTAINS CANNABIS, A SCHEDULE I CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE. KEEP
OUR OF REACH OF CHILDREN AND ANIMALS. CANNABIS MAY ONLY BE POSSESSED OR CONSUMED BY PERSONS
21 YEARS OF AGE OR OLDER UNLESS THE PERSON IS A QUALIFIED PATIENT. THE INTOXICATING EFFECTS OF
CANNABIS PRODUCTS MAY BE DELAYED UP TO TWO HOURS. CANNABIS USE WHILE PREGNANT OR
BREASTFEEDING MAY BE HARMFUL. CONSUMPTION OF CANNABIS PRODUCTS IMPAIRS YOUR ABILITY TO DRIVE
AND OPERATE MACHINERY. PLEASE USE EXTREME CAUTION.”
While these regulations are extensive, all employees will be trained on their meanings and purpose. However, if
confusion arises as to the compliancy or safety of a product, employees will be instructed to set those products
aside until confirmation of their safety can be assured.
LABELING RESTRICTIONS
Employees will be trained on the specific aspects of labels that will be prohibited on all products, and while Cookies
cannot necessarily confirm all of these restrictions (such as claims that a cannabis product was produced or grown
from a specific California County), the Company should be able to rely on its vendors to ensure Enhanced Product
Safety of cannabis is of the highest priority. Employees will make sure no cannabis product has any cartoons,
likeness to images, characters, or phrases that are popularly used to advertise to children, any imitation of candy
packaging nor the terms “candy” or “candies”. If the employee has concerns about the compliancy of any
products, they will be instructed to segregate the product until the product can be verified compliant.
PROHIBITED PRODUCTS
There will be no alcohol, alcohol products, tobacco, tobacco products or cannabis beverages sold within the
Cookies facility. Additionally, the State has made a list of various other prohibited products that Cookies’ staff will
be made aware of, and alert for, so that none of these products end up on Cookies’ shelves or in the hands of
Cookies’ customers. These products are generally defined as:
• Products containing non-cannabinoid additives, thus increasing toxicity and potency, such as nicotine
and caffeine. However, naturally occurring caffeine may be acceptable.
• Products that must be stored below 41 degrees Fahrenheit to keep safe for human consumption, such
as creams, custard-filled pies, milk or milk products, etc.
• Meat products, other than dried meat products specifically prepared.
• Seafood products of any kind.
• Any product that is a commercially available candy or snack food item which has been manufactured by
simply applying a cannabis concentrate without further processing.
• Products that may be attractive to children. If there is concern or confusion about a product, employees
will be trained to segregate that product and wait for verification before making it available for sale.
• Products that may be easily confused with commercially available foods that do not contain cannabis.
If there is concern or confusion about a product, employees will be trained to segregate that product and
wait for verification before making it available for sale.
• Any products in the shape of a human, animal, insect, or fruit, either realistic or caricature.

Further, edible requirements will also be reviewed to ensure no edible cannabis product contains more than 10
milligrams per serving and does not contain more than 100 milligrams of THC per package. Topical products,
concentrates and other cannabis products will be examined to ensure there is not more than 1,000 milligrams of
THC per package. Product safety will be an ongoing concern as the industry grows and matures; however, working
with Shevin Law Group, and closely with the Company’s vendors, Cookies is creating best practices to ensure that
the final product that enters customers’ homes is of the highest standard.
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Additional Standard Operating Procedures
Additional SOP’s include the following:
a) There will be no consumption of cannabis or cannabis products in or around the facility. Cookies’ contracted
licensed security company will be monitoring all activity in and around the premises to specifically prevent this
concern. Additionally, a clear and legible notice will be posted, indicating that smoking, ingesting, or otherwise
consuming cannabis on the Premises or in the areas adjacent to the Premises is strictly prohibited.
b) All employees of Cookies will, at all times while present on the Premises, wear a laminated badge issued by
Cookies that will include: Cookies, Cookies license number, the employee’s first name, an employee number
assigned by Cookies, and a color photo at least 1 inch wide x 1.5 inches tall showing the employee’s full face.
Cal. Code of Regulations §5043.
c) Any and all advertisements will comply with State and Local regulations regarding cannabis advertisements.

Furthermore, all signage will conform to the requirements set forth in the relevant code sections of the
Pasadena Municipal Code §5.78.170(F) specifically:
Identification and Sign Holders. Cookies signage will be used for identification only and not contain any logos or
information that identifies, advertises, or lists the services or the products offered. Cookies will also not
advertise by having a person holding a sign and advertising to passersby. Pasadena Municipal Code
§5.78.170(F)(2)
No obstructions. None of Cookies’ signs will obstruct any entrance or exit to the building or any window.
Pasadena Municipal Code §5.78.170(F)(3)
No smoking or Loitering. It will also be clearly posted that no smoking, ingesting or otherwise consuming cannabis
is permitted on the premises. Pasadena Municipal Code §5.78.170(F)(4).
No illumination or Flags. No signage will be illuminated, and Cookies will not use banners, flags or prohibited
signage at any time. Pasadena Municipal Code §5.78.170(F)(5)
No billboards. Cookies will not use any billboards, bus shelters, placards, aircrafts or other similar forms
advertising anywhere in the state. Pasadena Municipal Code §5.78.170(F)(6).
START OF OPERATIONS
Prior to any commercial cannabis activities taking place at the Cookies facility, the Company will work closely with
the City to ensure that all building permits and inspections have been taken care of. Upon the approval of this
application, and identification of a building, the Company will obtain all the necessary building permits from the
City of Pasadena, receive Fire and Police Department approval for fire and security plans, as well as acquire any
other zoning, land use permits, and approvals required by the City of Pasadena and State of California.
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FINANCIAL PLAN
Financial Objectives
Cookies Pasadena’s financial model shows consistent growth over the next five years. By year five, plans call for
the Company to achieve $12mm in annual gross revenue, with a net profit of $3.1mm or 25.9%. The following
graph illustrates the financial goals of the Company. The financials are explained in detail throughout the plan.

Projected Operating Highlights By Year ($1,000's)
Revenue

$14,000

Gross Margin

$12,000
$10,000
$8,000
$6,000
$4,000
$2,000
$0
$2,019

$2,020

$2,021

$2,022

$2,023

The following tables detail the funding the business will need to bring the vision to reality.

Use of Start-up Funding
Expenses
Grand Opening Advertising
Demolition
Framing and drywall
Vault
Cabling
Paint
Lighting
Shelving and External paint
Rent (1st and last month)
Deposits
Total Start-up Expenses
Long-term Assets
Server and rack
Camera & Equipment
Alarm
POS x 5
Signage
Sales displays
Total Long-Term Assets
Short-Term Assets
Working Capital
Inventory
Total Short-Term Assets
Total Expenses & Assets
Total Start-up Expenses
Total Start-up Assets
Total Funding Requirements
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$5,000
$15,000
$7,500
$5,000
$10,000
$10,000
$5,000
$30,000
$30,000
$137,500
$5,000
$50,000
$20,000
$7,500
$15,000
$25,000
$122,500
$120,000
$500,000
$620,000
$137,500
$742,500
$880,000
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Revenue Forecast
The following is a five-year revenue forecast. Direct costs include all costs that can be directly tied to revenue and
include “cost of goods/services.”
Sales Revenue
Year 1
Revenue Growth Assumption

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

REDACTED

Units

REDACTED

Flower Products
Concentrates
Edible Products
Pre-Rolled Joints
Other Products
Total
Average Pricing

Flower Products
Concentrates
Edible Products
Pre-Rolled Joints
Other Products
Revenue

Flower Products
Concentrates
Edible Products
Pre-Rolled Joints
Other Products
Total

Revenue Assumptions

REDACTED
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Projected Income Statement
Cookies Pasadena intends to deploy its funding to maximize growth and profitability. Below is the projected
income statement.
Pro Forma Income Statement
Revenue
Cost of Revenue
Excise & Sales Tax
Total Cost of Revenue

REDACTED

Gross Margin

Gross Margin/Revenue
Expenses
Rent
General Insurance Liability
Business License/Permits
Telephone/Internet
Website Hosting/Updates

REDACTED

REDACTED

Marketing & Advertising
Supplies
Utilities
Professional Services
Travel & Fuel
Startup Cost
Facility Maintenance
Security
Miscellaneous Expenses
Depreciation
Payroll Taxes
Total Personnel
Total Operating Expenses

Profit Before Interest and Taxes
EBITDA
Interest Expense
Taxes Incurred
Net Profit

Net Profit/Revenue

REDACTED
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Projected Cash Flow
The following depictions of Cookies Pasadena’s projected cash flow show that the Company expects to maintain
sufficient cash balances over the five years of this plan.
Pro Forma Cash Flow
Cash Received
Received During the Year
Proceeds from Line-ofCredit
Proceeds from Bank Loan
Owner Contribution
Proceeds from Long-term
Assets
Proceeds from Investor
Subtotal Cash Received

REDACTED

Expenditures
Expenditures from
Operations
Total Personnel
Bill Payments
Subtotal Spent on Operations
Additional Cash Spent
Investor Repayment
Start-up Costs
Principal Loan Repayment
Purchase Inventory
Purchase Long-term Assets

Subtotal Cash Spent

Net Cash Flow
Cash Balance

Sensitivity Analysis
The sensitivity analysis below assumes that revenues are 10% lower than figures projected earlier in this
business plan.
Worst Case Scenario (Revenue Decreases by 10%)
Year 1
Revenue

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

REDACTED

Cost of Goods
Gross Margin
Gross Margin/Revenue
Operating Expenses
Net Profit
Cash Flow
Cash Balance
Net Profit/Revenue

REDACTED

REDACTED
REDACTED
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FUNDING/PROOF OF CAPITALIZATION
1. Pre-Approved Loan
Mr. Edvin Mailyan has been pre-approved for a REDACTED conventional loan for an investment property by
House America Financial. Pending the receipt of the CCB permit, the pre-approved loan will be used to meet the
necessary startup expenses.

REDACTED
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2. Family Trust
Mr. Daniel Dvorsky’s family trust account, as evidenced by the below included bank account summary, has over
REDACTED. Mr. Dvorsky intends to use as much of the available funds as will be required to cover the startup
expenses.

REDACTED

REDACTED

REDACTED
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RECORDS SOFTWARE
BUSINESS RECORDS
Through its robust Flowhub Point of Sale and inventory tracking system, Cookies will capture and maintain an
accurate record of sale for every sale made to a customer, including delivery manifests, and inventory. These
records will be compatible with the City’s record keeping system to ensure accurate and transparent recording of
sales.3 Each record of cannabis goods sold will contain, at a minimum, the following information:
1. First name and employee number of the employee who processed the sale;
2. First name of the customer and the retailer-assigned customer number for the individual who made the
purchase;
3. The date and time of the transaction;
4. A list of all the cannabis goods purchased, including the quantity purchased; and
5. The total amount paid for the sale, including the individual prices paid for each cannabis item purchased and
any amounts paid for taxes.

Furthermore, for at least seven years, we will maintain all records required by the State and City, including but
not limited to;
1. Financial records, such as bank statements, sales invoices, receipts, tax records and any other records
required by the California Department of Tax and Fee Administration;
2. Personnel records, including each employee’s full name, social security or individual tax payer identification
number, date employment began and date of termination of employment if applicable;
3. Training records, such as the content of the training provided and the names of all employees who received
the training;
4. Contracts with other licensees regarding commercial cannabis activity;
5. Permits, licenses, and other local authorizations to conduct commercial cannabis activity;
6. Security Records, except for surveillance records;
7. Records relating to the composting or destruction of cannabis goods;
8. Documentation for date of information entered into the track and trace system; and
9. All documents prepared or executed by the owner(s) or the employees or assignees in connection with the
licensed commercial cannabis business.
These records will be kept in an electronic format, along with all revenues and expenses of the business, as well
as all of the Company’s assets and liabilities. As per section 5.19 of the Pasadena Municipal Code, on no less than
an annual basis the Company will file a sworn statement indicating all gross sales for each month and all applicable
taxes due or payable to the City. Along with the Company’s statement, Cookies will include a financial audit of its
business operations conducted by an independent certified public accountant.

TRACK-AND-TRACE
TRACK AND TRACE SYSTEM
As part of Cookies’ commitment to transparent compliancy, the Company will be using inventory tracking software
that fully-integrates with METRC, the software vetted by the State of California to provide the most qualified
system for the cannabis industry. Basic plans for complying with the track and trace requirements are laid out
below.

Prior to operations, the Company will create and maintain an active and functional account with the track and
trace system. Internally, Cookies will be required to designate a dedicated account manager who will be
responsible for training on proper system use and maintain accurate records within the system. Such designated
individual will attend and successfully complete all required track and trace system training, including orientation
and continuing education. Additionally, the account manager will be responsible for maintaining a complete,
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accurate, and up-to-date list of all track and trace system users, consisting of their full names and usernames.
Cookies understands and will hold itself accountable for all actions taken while logged into its account using the
track and trace system.
TRACK AND TRACE REPORTING
Upon receipt of all cannabis goods, employees will ensure that the cannabis goods received are as described in
the shipping manifest and shall record the Company’s acceptance and acknowledgment of the cannabis goods
within the trace and trace system. All transactions will be reported into Cookies’ system upon receipt and within
24 hours of occurrence to guarantee accuracy.

Per State Law, Employees will record in the track and trace system all commercial cannabis activity, including:
1. Sale of cannabis goods.
2. Transportation of cannabis goods to the Company’s facility.
3. Receipt of cannabis goods.
4. Any returns of cannabis goods.
5. Destruction and disposal of cannabis goods.
6. Any other activity that may be required by the State.
For each of the above-mentioned commercial cannabis activities, the following information will be entered into
the track and trace system:
1. Name and type of cannabis goods.
2. Unique identifier of the cannabis goods.
3. Amount of the cannabis goods, by weight or count or total wholesale cost of the cannabis goods, as
applicable.
4. Date and time of the activity or transaction.
5. Name and license number of other licensees involved in the activity or transaction.
6. For cannabis goods being transported, a shipping manifest will be generated through the track and
trace system, and will include:
a. The name, license number, and licensed premises address of the originating licensee;
b. The name, license number, and licensed premises address of the licensee transporting the cannabis
goods;
c. The name, license number, and licensed premise address of the destination licensee receiving the
cannabis goods into inventory or storage;
d. The date and time of departure from the licensed premises and approximate date and time of
departure from each subsequent licensed premises, if any;
e. Arrival date and estimated time of arrival at each licensed premises;
f. Driver license number of the personnel transporting the cannabis goods, and the make, model, and
license plate number of the vehicle used for transport.
INVENTORY DOCUMENTATION All inventory brought into the Cookies facility will be documented through the
Company’s track and trace system, which will likely be done by the Company’s point of sale software, which will
report to the statewide METRC database and will be approved by the Finance Director prior to being operational.
Cookies will only receive shipments of cannabis goods from verified state-licensed distributors and per State
requirements, which are between the hours of 6:00 a.m. Pacific Time and 10:00 p.m. Pacific Time (unless
otherwise restricted by local ordinances). Any shipments that occur during operating hours will not enter the
premises through an entrance or exit that is available for use by the public.
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Cookies is committed to maintaining an accurate record of its inventory, and in doing so, will keep a record of the
following information, available for inspection by the City of Pasadena upon request, for all cannabis goods in the
Company’s inventory:
a) A description of each item so that the cannabis goods can be easily identified;
b) An accurate measurement of the quantity of the item;
c) The date and time the cannabis goods were received into inventory;
d) The sell-by or expiration date provided on the cannabis goods, if any;
e) The name and license number of the distributor that delivered the cannabis goods to Cookies; and
f) The price paid by Cookies for the cannabis goods, including taxes, delivery costs, and any other costs.
As part of its commitment to best inventory practices, Cookies will perform a reconciliation of its inventory at
least once every 30 days. Cookies will conduct an inventory audit and verify that the physical inventory matches
the records in the Company’s track and trace database. The monthly check will be retained in the Company’s
records and made available for any government agency request or audit. If, however, a significant discrepancy is
discovered in inventory, that is, a discrepancy of at least 3% of average monthly sales, Cookies will immediately
notify the Bureau of Cannabis Control and the relevant law enforcement agency in conjunction with conducting
a full internal audit and/or investigation for the missing inventory.
LOSS OF ACCESS AND SYSTEM RECONCILIATION
If, at any point, Cookies loses access to its track and trace system for any reason, the Company shall prepare and
maintain comprehensive records detailing any and all commercial cannabis activity that had occurred during this
loss of access. The Company will immediately notify the Bureau when access to the system was lost, when it was
restored and the cause for the loss of access. Additionally, Cookies will file the Notification and Request Form LIC027 with the BCC describing the circumstances surrounding loss of access. Until access is restored, Cookies will
not accept, nor deliver, any cannabis deliveries, as required by State law. All transactions and events required to
be entered into the track and trace system will be recorded within three business days of access being
reestablished.

The physical inventory of cannabis goods will be reconciled with the records in the track and trace database at
least once every 30 days. If a discrepancy is found between the physical inventory and the track and trace system
database, an internal audit will be conducted to discover the reason and Cookies will immediately notify the
Bureau and the City of any major discrepancy.

STATE TESTING REQUIREMENTS
Cookies Pasadena will ensure delivered products have passed all laboratory testing, which will be completed and
documented by Licensed Laboratories in California. In order to accomplish this, we will thoroughly vet our
distributors and retain a copy of all Certificate of Analysis (COA) provided in connection with a given shipping
manifest.
Additionally, internal staff will be trained to maintain quality assurance standards, identify signs of quality issues,
and retest products if necessary. Necessary security measures will be implemented to ensure products maintain
their quality standards from arrival to Cookies Pasadena’s facilities to the sale to the end user. These measures
include cameras and safes throughout the facility.
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EMPLOYEE HIRING AND TRAINING
Below is Cookies Pasadena’s plan to interview and hire prospective employees:
Resume

MUST-HAVES:

Knowledge /
Willingness to Learn:
Understanding of
local government
and state laws about
the cannabis
industry.

Cover
letter

Simulations

Interviews

Ref.
Checks

X

X

X

X

X

Customer Service:
X
Polished, personable,
good with
customers, excellent
verbal and written
communication skills

X

X

X

X

Analytical, creative
problem-solver, proactive, initiative taker

X

X

X

Highly organized and
detail oriented

X

X

X

Thrives in a fastpaced, multi-tasking
environment

X

X

X

Good negotiation
and conflict
resolution abilities

X

X

X

X

X

Flexible, resilient,
handles stressful
situations well

Provide
documentation
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Proof of
documentation to
legally work in the
USA and confirm the
employee is at least
21 years old.

X

Criminal background
check

X

No history of theft

X

X

X

NICE-TO-HAVES

Knowledge /
longstanding interest
in a career in
cannabis

X

X

Expertise/familiarity
with vendors,
products, and
operating systems.

X

X

X

Fun, great sense of
humor, people say
they’re a joy to work
with

X

Self-identity that
complements the
diversity of the team

X

X

Recruitment Process
1) Build the pool
• Search for local talent - Post job description locally with a focus on the local community.
• If not entry-level, then search for talent within the Company. Promoting from within improves staff
productivity and morale.
• Reach out to top-performing employees to get recommendations; Look for strong work ethic.
• Reach out to professional contacts who are good networkers and involved in the local community.
2) Resume/Cover letter screen
• Scan for experience in the currently open position(s)
• Divide into “consider” and “do not consider.”
• Send rejection emails to “do not consider” applicants
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3) 20-minute phone interview
• The purpose is to screen for polished, personable verbal communicators, note interest/passion level, and
begin to probe into open position experience.
• Look for proactivity, problem-solving, detail orientation, and organization skills.
• Send any necessary rejections
4) In-person interview
• Probe more into handling stressful situations and thriving in a fast-paced environment.
• Test analytical/creative problem-solving and negotiation/conflict resolution skills by probing past
experiences and job simulation exercises.
• Possible exercises:
o Scenarios of day to day operations and how prospective employees handle the situation
5) Final Interview with company CEO
• The purpose is to have a more experienced manager evaluate the finalists
• Send any necessary rejections
6) Reference checks
• For finalists
• Focus on qualities that were not fully evaluated through interviews.
• Identify any red flags
7) Decision
• Cookies Pasadena management makes its final hiring decision.
8) Offer and acceptance
• Then make the final rejections
9) Set start date and plan orientation (see training and continuing education section)
EMPLOYEE TRAINING PLAN
Cookies will strive to create its own Cookies Hiring and Training Program in the City of Pasadena. The training of
new employees is paramount to success, not only for Cookies, but for the employees. Cookies will provide each
new hire an experienced mentor to provide guidance in the apprenticeship/probation period. It is also important
to prepare trainers for the role and ensure that they are skilled educators and fully prepared for the
responsibilities of training the incoming new employees on the unique requirements of cannabis retail.

First, it is important to prepare the trainers for their responsibilities as the first source of information for the new
employees. The supportive environment that the trainers provide will help set up the employee for success in
Cookies and the industry. It is imperative that the newly hired employees become attuned to the regulatory
environment, the safety of personnel, and the security of the facility. Excellent trainers will make the experience
enjoyable, as well as informative. Training the trainers will be an essential first step in the Cookies training
program.
Secondly, a professional and positive co-worker can be an outstanding mentor to a new hire. This person not only
gives technical training, but is a valuable resource, helping to answer questions and fill in gaps. Every employee
will be assigned an experienced mentor. Through a formal mentoring program, an integral part of the training
program, the new hire will be able to shadow the mentor, ask questions, and have a positive role model within
the facility. The mentor will guide the new employee through the apprenticeship/probation period.
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Next, the new employee will be provided with a
. This will be a valuable resource for the
REDACTED
new hire. It will help the trainee retain information and clear up any confusion when the employee applies his/her
new skills.
Finally, it is extremely important to give the new hire latitude in setting the pace of learning new tasks. Such
sensitivity in the training environment helps to ensure that new employees are ready to go into the facilities ready
for the work at hand, not rushed and unprepared for some of their work duties. From the perspective of personal
safety and facility security, each new employee must be deemed ready before proceeding to the actual work
environment by their trainer, mentor, and management.
Employees will be trained in the Standard Operating Procedures of the facilities. They will learn job-specific
knowledge related to their role and responsibility, as well as Safety and Security training.
REDACTED

CUSTOMER EDUCATION
Cookies Pasadena will make educational materials for cannabis and cannabis products available to our customers
and ensure it maintains an adequate supply of up-to-date material for distribution. Educational materials will be
available in languages accessible to all patients served by the Company, including the visually- and hearingimpaired. Such materials will also be made available for inspection by the California Bureau of Cannabis Control
upon request.
The educational material will include the following:

REDACTED
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Furthermore, Cookies is committed to promoting quality of life in Pasadena as well as local community
engagement. Cookies is willing to participate in panels, education forums, and other reasonable means of
providing valuable and educational information about cannabis to local individuals to increase knowledge and
awareness. The Company seeks to help bridge the gap between lack of information about commercial cannabis
and peoples’ understanding about commercial cannabis. To achieve this, Cookies will attend and participate in
local town hall meetings or other educational presentations about commercial cannabis. If there are none that
exist the Company will, when practicable, consider organizing such an event. These events will be free and will
serve to empower local individuals, especially those affected by poverty and cannabis criminalization, to learn
about commercial cannabis, safety, awareness, best practices, laws, and the employment opportunities within
the business landscape.
More specifically, since poverty and cannabis criminalization affect one’s spouse, children, and entire family in
addition to oneself, Cookies will compile and provide, either electronically online or through physical distribution
at events, information to parents and to teens about Prop 64 and about cannabis. Cookies finds it important that
individuals become better educated about the local, state, and federal laws as they relate to commercial cannabis.
Cookies also finds it important to educate all citizens about the truth of cannabis and its effects on the human
body, regardless of whether it is to educate about the helpful and healing effects of cannabis or to educate about
the long-lasting or perhaps potentially harmful effects of cannabis. The Company understands that this
information must be shared with the community and must be accessible to all citizens and families who live in a
society of legalized recreational cannabis.
The Company has identified two local non-profits which foster the idea of cannabis education, with whom Cookies
intends to work with closely in furtherance of their goals. Those companies are:
Cage-Free Cannabis – Located east of Eagle Rock and just west of Pasadena, Cage-Free Cannabis is focused on
three types of justice: (1) reparative: by funding organizations that support people who have been harmed by the
Drug War; (2) economic: by creating jobs for communities of color and advocating for an inclusive industry; and,
(3) environmental: by selling sustainable accessories and promoting a responsible cannabis industry.
California Cannabis Advocates (CCA) – California Cannabis Advocates was created to change the stigma against
cannabis medicine and end the negative perceptions of cannabis patients. They help businesses understand how
cannabis affects their patient community, and how their civic community understands them. CCA prides
themselves in their relationships, building strong ties outside the cannabis community to Flip the Script for
cannabis perception. CCA engages in consultations and advocacy.

MARKETING
Rules and Regulations
Cookies Pasadena will ensure it abides by all local and state regulations that pertain to advertising cannabis
products, which include the following:

•
•
•
•

All advertisements will display the Company’s license number.
All advertisements will be targeted towards consumers that are at least 21 years of age.
Advertisements will not be attractive to children.
Advertisements will not be located in areas restricted by law, such as near daycares, schools, playgrounds,
or youth centers.
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Branding
Cookies Pasadena recognizes that maintaining a well-regarded brand is essential for propagating a strong standing
in the market. The Company will strive to meet the following objectives as it accomplishes its goals:

•
•
•

Develop a strong customer service model.
Offer a wide variety of high-quality marijuana products at unbeatable prices.
Remain attuned to the marketplace and integrate products and services into the business mix that meet
the needs of the targeted audience.

Marketing Campaign
Marketing for Cookies Pasadena will be done through a variety of channels, including the internet, social media,
mail, and word of mouth. Internet efforts will be driven through the Company’s user-friendly website, which will
feature search engine optimization (SEO) that allows it to rank higher in popular search engines like Google. In
addition to the website, the Company will employ a strong social media presence through Facebook and
Instagram and attend industry related trade shows and conferences. Berner, the Cookies brand founder and
Brand Ambassador of the Cookies brand and proprietary cannabis flower strains maintains strong engagement
with more than 1 million followers on Instagram, the leading marketing tool for the cannabis industry. Forbes
Magazine featured Berner in its’ article entitled “The Value of Celebrity Influencers: Cannabis Industry Spotlight”
where it identified the “Cookies” strain of cannabis as the best known name in the marijuana business. Forbes
equated Berner and Cookies to Michael Jordan and Nike (See, “The Value of Celebrity Influencers: Cannabis
Industry Spotlight”, Forbes, June 30, 2018).

REDACTED
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REDACTED
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SUB-SECTION 2B: COMMUNITY BENEFITS
Cookies Pasadena will further Pasadena City Council’s goal to promote and support the quality of life and the local
economy through a community engagement plan. The community engagement plan below is based on the
Company’s strong understanding of the local community, its values and unique aspects, and how it will
successfully integrate into the community.
Cookies welcomes the transition to a legal and transparent marketplace. We recognize our product may not be
for everybody, but those customers who enjoy adult-use cannabis will have access to clean and safe cannabis.
Cookies has demonstrated history of integrating with the community and working with city officials and
regulators. For example, in the City of Maywood we have entered into a Development Agreement to document
our relationship with the City and the level of oversight and accountability with local government and community
stakeholders.
Having been business owners in Southern California for decades, founders of Cookies have placed an emphasis
on creating a business capable of providing lasting benefit to the community at large. It is the ambition to allocate
a certain percentage of their net profits to community programs that benefit the arts, after school programs,
educational programs, and health care providers where appropriate.

PERSONS OF DISPROPORTIONATE IMPACT
In furtherance of the City Council’s goal to promote quality of life and local economy, Cookies will work to provide
high quality employment opportunities, or other benefits, to those individuals most harmed by cannabis
criminalization and poverty. Since a community is stronger when individuals of all demographics and backgrounds
can progress together, Cookies seeks to integrate itself into the community in a way that affords opportunities
and benefits to those individuals whom may not otherwise be able to access them.
Staff Diversity Plan
Cookies Pasadena will promote fair hiring practices and equity among women, minorities, veterans, people with
disabilities, and people of all gender identities and sexual orientation. Procedures will be in place to ensure all
employees adhere to nondiscriminatory practices when leading, promoting, and communicating with staff.
Discrimination occurs when an employee or job applicant receives less favorable treatment because of a specific
characteristic they have. In many cases, employers in California are prohibited by law from engaging in
discrimination.

Discrimination can take many forms. Common examples include:
•
•
•
•

Refusing to hire, refusing to promote, demoting, or firing workers because of their protected
characteristic or their membership in a protected group.
Adopting a company policy that disproportionately affects workers who have a certain protected
characteristic.
Refusing to accommodate the religious or disability-related needs of certain employees.
Permitting employees to be frequently and severely harassed in the workplace.

As such, Cookies Pasadena will not tolerate any form of workplace discrimination based on the following
characteristics:
•
•
•

Age
Race, color, national origin, or ancestry
Religion
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Physical or mental disabilities
Medical condition
Genetic information
Marital status
Sex
Pregnancy
Gender, gender identity, or gender expression
Sexual orientation
Military or veteran status
Criminal conviction history

Goals
The following are Cookies Pasadena’s Diversity Plan goals:
1. Create a team of employees from a wide range of different backgrounds, including people of AfricanAmerican/Black descent, Hispanic or Latino descent, women, and veterans.
2. Ensure all staff members adhere to nondiscriminatory behavior when communicating and working with each
other.
Programs
1. Cookies Pasadena’s hiring practices will ensure employees are hired from diverse backgrounds (see Hiring
Plan Section above).
2. Staff training will explicitly explain that discrimination towards any coworker will not be tolerated. Procedures
will be in place for employees to make formal complaints without fear of being reprimanded. All complaints
will be investigated by the Company’s CEO in an unbiased manner and appropriate action will be taken to
rectify the situation.
Measurement and Accountability
Cookies Pasadena’s goals for creating a diverse team of staff members will be measured by self-identified
demographic data. Any gap between the intended goal and actual result will be addressed by the Company’s CEO
and rectified in future recruitment strategies and hiring decisions.
Local Hiring Preferences
As a business coming into the City of Pasadena, the Company will strive to have a positive impact on the
community in multiple ways. One of the most beneficial ways to contribute to the City is by creating jobs, and the
Company looks forward to recruiting local talent. As the Company grows, so will its need for employees. Cookies
Pasadena will use social media and online hiring sites targeting the local community, which will ensure hiring from
within the local community.

Additionally, Cookies will be cognizant of both city and state goals regarding social equity and community
reinvestment. The Company will make special consideration of applicants seeking employment who can
demonstrate they have suffered from poverty or the criminalization of cannabis. To aid The Company in evaluating
eligibility of candidates for such consideration, the applicant will disclose basic background, demographic
information, and information indicating that s/he has suffered from poverty or suffered harm due to cannabis
criminalization.
An applicant’s low-income status will be determined based on income threshold that evidences being a certain
percentage below of the area median income for the 12 months prior to applying for the position at Cookies.
Proof will be required to ensure accuracy. Although the specifics will be later determined, examples of proof
evidencing poverty, or low income, status include evidence of participation in governmental aid programs, tax
records, bank statements, wage statements, and declarations.
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Further, one’s criminal history will come under scrutiny. The goal of the supporting community integration will
require that individual applicants provide proof of their arrest or conviction of cannabis-related offenses. For
certain positions, Cannabis-related offenders will enjoy special consideration, however individuals convicted of
violent offenses or felony offenses may not be considered eligible under the goal of the community integration
and reinvestment plan. Although the specifics will be later determined, examples of proof evidencing a cannabisrelated conviction may include arrest records, court or government records.
Once the applicant has identified him/herself in this way, the applicant will have an opportunity to submit a
personal statement, or letter, describing their experience living in poverty or their experience of personal
victimization under cannabis criminalization. With this information, along with other information provided by the
applicant regarding education and work history, those tasked with hiring will conduct an individualized and holistic
review of each applicant. While Cookies will only consider hiring individuals who are qualified for the respective
position, the Company will be conscious of the backgrounds of all of the applicants so that Cookies may achieve
workplace and employee diversity that benefits and furthers both the Company in its day-to-day operation as well
as the local community and its goals.
Employment opportunities will be invaluable to those living either in poverty or living with the personal and
negative consequences a cannabis related arrest or conviction resulting from the effects of cannabis
criminalization. Aside from providing individuals with an opportunity to earn income to support themselves and
their families, employment opportunities through the Company will provide vital access to social and health
benefits that improve the quality of life of employees. This is one of the many ways that community benefits will
be provided and able to trickle down not only to the individuals themselves but to their families as well.
Cookies is confident that its dedication to the local and state goals will provide expansive beneficial effects for the
local community. Especially where poverty and cannabis criminalization have so negatively affected individuals,
Cookies recognizes a moral obligation to aid and benefit the community and those harmed by the now-legal
enterprise in which the Company engages. Whether through high quality, well-paying employment opportunities,
or through general benefits to individuals or the community at large, Cookies seeks to provide positive benefits
to the individuals and the community to promote quality of life and local economy.
Job Creation
The personnel forecast below shows the local jobs the Company will create for the next five years (security
personnel are not included and will be contracted separately as set forth in the Security Plan attached to this
application). Delivery personnel will be determined, as needed, following the initial opening of the store.
Personnel Forecast
2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

Floor Manager

2

2

2

2

2

Vault Manager

1

1

1

1

1

Budtender concierges

8

9

10

11

12

Receptionist

2

2

3

3

3

Total Personnel

13

14

16

17

18

Staff Count

Staff Salary
Floor Manager
Vault Manager
Budtender concierges
Receptionist

REDACTED

Total Payroll
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RELATIONSHIPS WITH LOCAL NON-PROFITS AND OTHER CHARITY GROUPS
With the guidance of the City Manager and local stakeholders Cookies Pasadena will work with local non-profits
and other community groups, such as youth development and educational programs, to help raise funding for
those who are in need. Accordingly, the Company intends to donate 5% of net proceeds to support charitable
causes and City of Pasadena programs supporting the community.
Charitable Cause One. It has been a long-standing practice for Cookies to dedicate funds for charities that help
children, and children with disabilities. In the past Cookies has donated significant amounts and received
numerous acknowledgment letters and certificates of appreciations from:
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

Maywood Unified School District;
Los Angeles County Sherriff’s Toy and Christmas Tree Drives;
Tomatlenses Unidos International Benefit Organization, helping individuals with disabilities; and
Kodiaks Wheelchair Basketball.

Certificates of Appreciation and Recognition - Cookies Los Angeles. Charitable Contributions to Community Organizations

Continuing that tradition Cookies will identify similar organizations in Pasadena and make direct financial and inkind contributions to help them achieve their existing goals. For example, Cookies would donate funds to:
Ø Pasadena Unified School District;
Ø The County Sheriff’s Toy and Christmas Tree Drives;
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Charitable Cause Two. Understanding the great need for social services, particularly in the foster care system,
Cookies plans to dedicate resources to serve those in need. In the past Cookies has generously donated to Niños
Latinos Unidos, a Foster Family Agency. We have identified a similar agency in the area, Bienvenidos, as a great
organization that helps foster youth in Pasadena. We look forward to supporting Bienvenidos and its mission of
providing care for children and youth impacted by trauma by connecting them with diverse and exceptional
families who dedicate themselves to each child’s wellbeing.
City of Pasadena Programs: In pursuance of our longstanding dedication towards supporting the cause of
children, we will pledge our support to Pasadena community programs which have been created for the purpose
of facilitating the education and development of children. Specifically, we will be giving to Pasadena community
programs such as the LEARNs and After School Adventures afterschool programs. By ensuring that children are
provided with a safe space to learn, grow, and simply have fun, these two programs are closely aligned with our
vision for the community and the children of Pasadena.
Additional examples of non-profits that Cookies has identified and would be willing to support in Pasadena and
the surrounding area include the following:
The Art of Elysium – The Art of Elysium is a non-profit 501(c)(3) organization founded in 1997, by Jennifer Howell.
It empowers artists and communities of need to join together and emotionally triumph over their circumstances
through art. They believe in using art as a catalyst for social change. The full circle approach engages emerging
artists in inspiring acts of service that forge opportunities for them to share their creativity in diverse and
meaningful ways with individuals of need.
Day One – Day One is a community-based nonprofit organization with a 25-year history of providing effective,
high quality and culturally-sensitive public health education, intervention, policy development and environmental
protection efforts. Day One grew out of a collective vision of concerned community leaders in 1987. Their vision
was spurred by the drug epidemic in Pasadena and Altadena, especially among youth and in the Northwest area.
Since then, the organization has become a leader in youth advocacy and community health in the San Gabriel
Valley.
Door of Hope – Founded in 1985, Door of Hope’s mission is to equip families and children experiencing
homelessness to rebuild their lives. Unlike most homeless service organizations, where families are separated,
the Door of Hope program keeps the family unit together as they work towards their end goal of achieving
permanent housing. Door of Hope has an 82% success rate with families who graduate from the program.
Journey House – Journey House supports former foster and probation youth to live fully independent, successful
lives. Founded in 1983, Journey House provides emotional support and guidance, as well as financial aid to help
them with the cost of attending college and vocational schools.
Pasadena Community Foundation (PCF) – Established in 1953, the Pasadena Community Foundation is a taxexempt public charity created by and for the people of Pasadena. Its six areas of interest are arts and culture,
education, environment, health, human services (with a focus on seniors), and youth. By definition, a community
foundation is a publicly supported philanthropic institution that uniquely serves three public segments: donors,
the non-profit sector, and the foundation’s designated community as a whole. Dedicated to growth and posterity,
PCF is Pasadena’s permanent endowment for the public good. PCF establishes charitable endowments; invests
and manages charitable assets; provides grants to charitable organizations; and, partners with donors.
Professional Child Development Associates (PCDA) – Professional Child Development Associates is a non-profit
organization that offers a range of multidisciplinary screening, evaluation, therapy, and specialized services for
children, birth through 21 years of age, and their families, when there are any concerns or problems in
development, behavior, or social relationships at home, school, or in the community. Its specialists can help
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parents who may have questions about a child’s development or behavior, and provide different kinds of services
to help children, parents, siblings, and other caregivers or extended family. PCDA also offers education and
training for professionals, on-site services, and professional consultation for other agencies, addressing special
needs, general child development, and behavior.
Shelter Partnership, Inc. – Shelter Partnership, Inc. is a nonprofit organization collaboratively solving
homelessness in Los Angeles County through policy analysis, program design, resource development, and
advocacy in support of agencies and local governments that serve the homeless.
Young & Healthy – Young & Healthy, a Pasadena-based 501(c)(3), is an organization whose foundation was built
upon the dedication and commitment of its volunteers. Young & Healthy is sustained by the generosity of a
volunteer workforce of more than 350 healthcare professionals, over 460 community volunteers and an extensive
network of community partners. Young & Healthy works to connect underserved children with free medical,
dental and mental healthcare through volunteer doctors; help families with insurance enrollment and navigation;
and provide referrals to local services. Young & Healthy’s mission is to provide access to high-quality healthcare
for uninsured and underserved children and families and to improve the quality of life for all children in the greater
Pasadena area through prevention, education, and enhanced healthcare services.

FUTURE PARTNERSHIPS WITH PASADENA BUSINESSES
Cookies Pasadena will develop partnerships and procure its goods and services from local businesses in
Pasadena. The following is a list of local companies Cookies Pasadena has identified as potential vendors for the
design and construction phase:
Pasadena Construction & Interiors
Designers:
135 N. Marengo Ave Pasadena Ca 91101
Phone: 626 - 356 - 9600 Fax: 626 - 356 - 9625
J Bullock & Associates (Store Design Diagrams)
Email: admin@pasadenainteriors.com
299 N. Euclid Avenue, Suite 450
Pasadena, Ca 91101
(626) 405-1598 Ext. 204
james@jbullock.com

Possible Contractors:
Morillo Construction, Inc.
227 N. Holliston Ave.
Pasadena CA 91106
Ph: 626.796.3800
Fax: 626.796.3719
Charles Pankow Builders, Ltd.
199 S. Los Robles Avenue, Suite 300
Pasadena, CA 91101
T: 626-304-1190
F: 626-696-1782

Pasadena Builders, Inc.
21 East Villa Street
Pasadena, CA 91103
Phone: (626) 449-0805
Fax: (626) 795-8270
Service Contractors
Century Building Maintenance Pasadena
(626) 722 - 7035
http://centurybuildingpasadena.com/
Service Champions Heating & Air Conditioning
(626) 408 - 0327
http://servicechampions-ca.com/heating-repair.php
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SUPPORTING THE BUSINESS COMMUNITY
Cookies understands the vital importance of small, local businesses in the quality of life in a community. Joining
the Pasadena Chamber of Commerce will help integrate the Company’s officers into the business life of the city.
In fact, Cookies would like to financially sponsor some Pasadena Chamber of Commerce of events to kick-start a
new year of activities within the business community of Pasadena. Cookies would be comfortable renting a nice,
city-owned venue, catering it with local food and treats, and providing a volunteer workforce to get the invitations
and social media out to the local businesses. This would be a reasonable first step as a new member of the
Pasadena Chamber of Commerce to aid this worthy civic organization and the many small businesses within
Pasadena. It would be an overt, and essential, step in demonstrating the commitment that Cookies has to being
an active participant in the life of small business in the City of Pasadena.

Another important connection to local business is the wide variety of supporting services that Cookies will need
to be a successful business in Pasadena. Cookies will make a concerted effort to identify local suppliers, such as
contractors for construction, craftsman and builders, cleaning services, security services, and landscaping and
exterior maintenance services. The Company intends to buy locally, as much as is practicable, to obtain wholesale
products as it builds the business over the next few years.
The owners of Cookies Pasadena are committed to sustainable development and expansion. They will continue
to invest money and resources in the build-out of the space and engage local contractors whenever possible. They
will have a personal vested interest in supporting the local business community.
BUILDING NEIGHBORHOOD RELATIONS
The community relations representative selected to field problems and concerns associated with the Commercial
Cannabis Business from the community and neighboring businesses will be:

Name: Daniel Dvorsky
Telephone: (310) 505-4047
E-mail: danield@cookieslosangeles.com
The owner, manager and community relations representative will be available to attend all the quarterly meetings
with the City Manager (or designees) and other interested parties, including nearby owners and operators to
foster a pro-active working relationship and address potential concerns.
NEIGHBORHOOD LIAISON
Cookies will establish a dedicated neighborhood liaison on-call twenty-four (24) hours a day to field concerns
from commercial and industrial neighbors, as well as stakeholders from the city, county and state level. This
individual will also be available to the local authorities, such as the police and fire departments, as well as any
public officials or administrators, such as representatives from City Hall and the Office of Finance. For the initial
phases of this ambitious project, through the permitting, construction and opening process, this individual will
be Daniel Dvorsky.
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SUB-SECTION 2C: PRODUCT OFFERINGS
Cookies Pasadena specializes in providing the highest-quality cannabis products at competitive prices. The
Company will sell flower products, concentrates, edible cannabis products, pre-rolled joints, cannabis vaporizers
and other products, such as Cookies branded merchandise and smoking devices. A wide range of different
cannabis strains will be offered, and the Company will hire and train knowledgeable staff members to ensure
customers receive the highest level of professional service. Cookies’ proprietary Indica strains include London
Pound Cake 75, London Pound Cake 29, Gelati, Mimosa and Sherbet Octane. Cookies’ proprietary Sativa strains
include J1-P3, Watermelon Lime and Acapulco Gold.
We offer variety of product types in addition to our own Cookies branded flower. These additional cannabis
products are both Cookies branded products and only the highest quality of other comparable products handselected from the industry at large. Such product classes include concentrates, vaporizer cartridges, edibles,
topicals and tinctures.
Below are examples of the Company’s products as displayed on one the Cookies Melrose retail islands:

REDACTED
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Concentrates

REDACTED

REDACTED
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REDACTED

Branded Merchandise
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Product Menu
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PRODUCT PROCUREMENT
Cookies Pasadena will ensure the highest standards of due diligence are performed prior to executing purchase
contracts, as well as high levels of quality control of incoming products. Extensive research and development have
already been completed to identify high-quality suppliers, and the Cookies brand is currently operating two
successful cannabis dispensaries, Cookies Los Angeles and Cookies Melrose.
Product Supply
Cookies Pasadena will obtain its branded marijuana products from its sister companies, Cookies Los Angeles and
Cookies San Bernardino. The store inventory will also include a diverse line of other industry-compliant brands,
including Nameless Genetics, Kush Company, G Pen, Kiva, Korova, Charlotte’s Web, Kushy Punch, Brass
Knuckles, Hemp20, Kokonuggz, Downtown Dabbers, Larry’s Labs, Cheeba Chews, and Venice Cookie Company.

Cookies Pasadena will only work with licensed distributors whose products meet the highest quality assurance
standards.
VENDOR SELECTION
Cookies seeks to lead by example. They will continue to develop strict guidelines for their vendors to demonstrate
that they are also committed to quality, conservation and sustainability. In its build-out, the Company will work
with companies and vendors that offer environmentally sustainable products, solutions and methodologies and
specialize in the sale and/or installation of such products. In day to day operations, Cookies will source products
that reduce waste and, where possible, are made from recycled materials. These incremental gains add up over
the entire facility and the entire year. It is also important to approach this problem at every step of the cannabis
lifecycle. Cookies anticipates selecting other licensees who share a common commitment and drive to build a
sustainable supply chain. They will work with businesses who can produce with low- or no-chemical additives
where possible, and who also have similar documented policies and procedures for green practices.
PACKAGING
Cookies will be zealous in certifying that all cannabis goods sold at its store comply with all packaging and labeling
standards set by the State. Proper packaging safeguards children from access to cannabis and accurate labeling
ensures customers know how much cannabis goods they should be ingesting. We will not accept, possess, or sell
any cannabis goods that are not packaged in their final form. Additionally, we will certify, for the safety of our
customers, that all cannabis products are within the acceptable cannabinoid limits and are packaged in
accordance with applicable state laws. We will certify all packaging will protect the product from contamination,
have a tamper-evident seal, and if the product specifies multiple uses, will be resealable. Based on new
regulations, cannabis and cannabis products do not need to be in child-resistant packaging until 2020. However,
Cookies will ensure any product that is not child-resistant will leave its facility in a child-resistant exit bag per state
regulations. If any package does not comply with the State or Local requirements, it will immediately be either
rejected or destroyed. At no point will Cookies engage in any onsite packaging or labeling of cannabis products.

Compliant packaging is an essential component for providing high-quality, compliant products to eligible members
of the public. Thankfully, the State has been very clear in its regulations as to what constitutes compliant
packaging, though it may be the responsibility of an outside distributor to ensure all products meet minimum
standards prior to being released for distribution to retail. Cookies understands its role as a retailer is to take all
reasonable steps to take responsibility for the products it sells.
For the protection of its consumers, and the community, Cookies aims to make sure that the packaging meets or
exceeds all standards. At a minimum, packaging will have (1) a tamper-evident seal, unbroken; (2) a resealable
component; and (3) child-resistant packaging or, alternatively, be placed in a child-resistant exit bag. Additionally,
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all edibles must be in an opaque package and be scored or delineated to show, at most, 10 mgs per serving. Lastly,
all products, once purchased, will be placed into an opaque exit package, as required by law.
PRIMARY LABEL
Upon delivery of new products, employees will review the primary label on random samples of packaging to
ensure the minimum requirements are met. Employees will scan for the part of the cannabis product label that
will most likely be displayed, presented, shown, or examined by a consumer while in our store. The primary panel
shall be in a text size reasonably related to the most prominent printed matter on the panel and shall include; the
universal symbol prescribed in section 40412 of the CDPH regulations; the net weight or volume of the package;
and the THC and CBD content of the product. If the cannabinoid content is not listed on the primary panel, per
state regulations, they may be listed on the informational panel described below.

For products considered to be an edible product, meaning that the cannabis product’s intended means of
ingestion is oral, and for human consumption, the CDPH has created additional information for the primary panel.
These include the words “cannabis-infused” in a larger font size and located directly above the identity of the
product. All edible products must include the THC and CBD expressed in milligrams per serving. While it is not a
requirement for retailers to spot-check their cannabis products, Cookies believes that this will provide enhanced
product safety and give its employees a better working knowledge of the products they will be selling to
consumers.
Product Security: Product inventory will be stored in a vaulted safe that is locked and secured within the facility,
which will contribute to ensuring quality control of incoming products

SECTION 3: NEIGHBORHOOD COMPATIBILITY AND ENHANCEMENT
EXTERIOR DESIGN CONCEPT
Cookies Pasadena’s dispensary will feature an exterior design that reflects the best of Pasadena’s architectural
traditions. The Company will use high-quality materials in the store build-out and invest significantly into the
architecture, construction, signage, lighting, and entry experience of the store (please refer to the Start-up
Summary section of the Financial Plan).
The following Pasadena company has been hired to professionally design the exterior and interior design concept:
J Bullock & Associates
299 N. Euclid Avenue, Suite 450
Pasadena, Ca 91101
(626) 405-1598 Ext. 204
james@jbullock.com
EXTERIOR APPEARANCE
Though it is the Company’s intention to leverage its design and branding, it intends to submit all such design and
construction plans to the appropriate oversight within the City of Pasadena.
No Visible Cannabis. It is well understood that no cannabis, cannabis products or graphics depicting cannabis shall
be visible from the exterior. This includes any reception area or any area visible through a window. All signage will
conform to the requirements set forth in the relevant code sections of the Pasadena Municipal Code.
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No Smoking or Loitering. It will also be clearly posted that no smoking, ingesting or otherwise consuming cannabis
is permitted on the premises.

The Cookies Pasadena retail store will combine design, style, and technology to produce a distinct “Pasadena”
version of the Cookies Brand retail operations. Cookies Pasadena will be branded consistently with its other stores,
Cookies Los Angeles and Cookies Melrose. The store design will feature a unique designer touch, high-class hip
ambiance, and vibrant colors to create a unique cannabis shopping experience and aesthetically pleasing store
front.
Below is the design of Cookies Melrose.

PROSPECTIVE SITE LOCATION
With our design partners we searched for a commercially attractive space which met the unique zoning and
sensitive use restriction concerning cannabis businesses in Pasadena. Cookies Pasadena is desirous of locating a
retail space on Colorado Boulevard within the prime shopping district which will blend seamlessly with Cookies
high-end design and first class retail model.

Cookies Pasadena could potentially be located
at the corner of Colorado Blvd and Pasadena
Ave. The location is within a marijuana zone
approved by the City of Pasadena and
strategically positioned in a high traffic area
with convenient access from major freeways
and roads. This location would provide an
approximately 5500 square foot dispensary
and adjacent apparel store. The location of the
proposed site will pose no risk to the public’s
health, safety, and security.
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DESIGN CONCEPT INTEGRATION
Cookies Pasadena will ensure the design of its dispensary is well integrated into the existing urban fabric and
architectural landscape of Pasadena. Specifically, the architectural design will replicate the design of some of the
most aesthetically pleasing retail developments in Old Town Pasadena.
The following pictures depicts an existing, unoccupied commercial retail space at the proposed store location.

NEIGHBORHOOD INTEGRATION
In order to best integrate with the existing neighborhood, Cookies engaged the services of a Pasadena-based
professional design firm to make sure that any and all renovations to the exterior of the building preserve the
character of the area and the surrounding businesses. Given the placement of the building close to the street,
particular attention will be paid to improving the front façade and entryway to be both stylish and compliant with
local and state regulations. To the best of our ability, the Company aims to promote a positive and respectful
culture among its employees and customers. Cookies will place waste receptacles inside and outside the premises
in order to foster a clean environment and remain conscientious concerning the noise level during business hours.
To the extent possible given its location, the Company will take all steps to create a physical buffer between its
business and neighboring establishments.
DESIGN CONCEPTS
Similar to our Cookies Melrose location we plan to offer a complimentary retail experience featuring our popular
Cookies branded merchandise and apparel separate and distinct from the Cannabis Retail Storefront. This has
been well received by customers and city officials in our existing stores also situated in dense urban environments.
Cookies will work to create unique and creative designs to accommodate the two separate spaces Cookies
Pasadena plans to occupy; one for commercial cannabis retail activity and the adjacent space for Cookies’ clothing
and branded merchandise.

Our proposed space is approximately 5500 square feet with a proposed allocation of 4000 square feet for the
cannabis store and approximately 1500 square feet for the separate merchandise store. The location is 50’ x 110’.
The 50’ width runs along Colorado Blvd east and west. The 110’ length runs South to North along Pasadena Ave.
Pending approval of a license we hope to secure the location and begin significant tenant improvements. The
proposed design and construction phase would create additional work for local engineers and contractors that
would complete the Design and construction of the finished spaces.
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Cookies Branded Merchandise Store
We chose to place the 1500 square feet of merchandise sales at the main 50’ span along Colorado Blvd.
The recessed entrance is in the middle of the storefront. There will be no access to the proposed Cannabis store
from this location. This store will feature Cookies’ clothing and branded merchandise and will not contain any
cannabis or cannabis products.
The exterior façade of the existing storefront is very conducive to our retail design needs. As indicated in our
design concepts and proposed elevation we are not changing the existing facade Architecture but enhancing it
with a lighter friendlier color of “Off White” that goes well with Cookies blue logo. This is consistent with the
neighboring retail spaces and restaurants that line the street.
Free from the constrains of a Cannabis dispensary the front glass can be transparent and inviting the public to
view the colorful T shirts, back packs, hats and other unique branded merchandise. The eight-foot entry is all glass
with a double glass door approximately six feet wide set back from the sidewalk per exit code
requirements. Security of this non-cannabis storefront would be that of a typical retail space.
Cookies Retail Cannabis
Sixty feet to the north down Pasadena Ave (a one-way street), would be the entry to the Cannabis store. The entry
is approximately twelve feet wide and recessed. The Cookies logo will be above this entry without any additional
lighting per submittal requirements. The recessed glass entry will be frosted glass to obscure any view of the
inside. The colors of the building, logo and entry are designed to complement the surrounding “Old Pasadena”
retail experience but at the same time not be too intrusive or overstate the entry. Cookies wants to be seen but
not over stated.
The space will be approximately 4,000 square feet and will house the reception and secured lobby, retail
showroom, and employee limited access areas.
Once inside, the first space customers are welcomed into is a secure lobby area where they will be required to
show valid government ID. Once cleared for entry visitors are allowed to pass through another secure door into
the Cannabis retail space. The entire cannabis retail area is surrounded by an approximate 18’ high Brick (stucco
over)/ Concrete wall. Lighting will be from the ceiling and possibly skylights. There is no visibility inside the
cannabis area from inside or out as it is surrounded by high walls with no windows.
The interior of the Cannabis store will include a Point of Sale counter, the retail fixtures, restrooms, employee
break room/kitchenette, secure safes and product vault, private entry for employees and a separate receiving
door accessible from the rear alley to the North. The interior design is a clean retail space with epoxy floors and
nice ceiling/lighting enhancements. High grade finishes will be used throughout and the entries and exits will
feature robust materials and be designed with security in mind.
Old Pasadena storefronts do not have landscaping other than the occasional potted plant at entries or at outside
dining areas. With the City’s approval, we may place a couple of potted plants at either side of the Side entry to
the Cannabis store. There is no onsite parking for this building or typically in the Old Town area but there is ample
metered street, paid private and public lots near by including ADA accessible parking as well as valet parking.
The renderings below will help illustrate the information mentioned here. For the purposes of this submittal we
only illustrated the interior of the Cannabis store and not the Cookies merchandise store other than exterior
views. Additionally, these designs are prospective as to one hypothetical location and will be modified as needed
to remain consistent with the design plan as incorporated into Cookies Pasadena’s ultimate location.
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REDACTED
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REDACTED
REDACTED
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SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS PRACTICES
Cookies is focused on achieving sustainable business practices to help reduce its impact on the environment. In
order to further our goals of sustainability, we will incorporate a comprehensive strategy to achieve energy
conservation, promote clean water and air, and establish effective waste management policies. In addition,
Cookies continues to aim to find supply chain vendors and service providers who will also further these same
priorities.
“GREEN” DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION
Going “green” begins with the facility. As discussed, it is part of Cookies’ plan to create a Storefront Retail
experience for our customers, which begins with a dramatic overhaul of the space. It is the Company’s ambition
to be a commercial cannabis business which utilizes all of the available tools to reduce consumption of valuable
resources. This begins with selecting materials and vendors for the renovation of the proposed business premises
that further our goals for green design. These strategic decisions will drive the design and construction process.
It is Cookies’ intention to invest in long-term solutions for the premises. To this end, Cookies has found that simple
choices add up. By utilizing superior insulation materials, it will be possible to maximize the efficiency of the retail
space. Advances in commercial solar panels and smart technology should allow dramatic reductions in energy
consumption. The Company also intends to update the existing HVAC system to one that realizes maximum energy
efficiency, coupled with advanced sensors and programmable controllers to allow for zoned heating and cooling.
WATER & ENERGY CONSERVATION
Because of the high-energy consumption of a commercial retail space, efficiency is paramount to lowering the
carbon footprint of the entire facility. Energy conservation is more accessible than ever, through Energy Star or
similar products that can be incorporated in a remodel or retrofitted to existing appliances. This includes the use
of LED lighting throughout the space and, where appropriate, for exterior lighting. Insulation of existing pipes and
ducts can also net incremental gains in efficiency to help reduce the overall annual consumption of the facility.
There are additional measures to reduce use of water inside and outside the facility. Utilizing drought tolerant
plants, rain collection and other landscaping techniques around the premises will help to conserve additional
resources. Implementing low-flow devices, as well as sensors and other devices to track and monitor the
consumption across the facility will help to lower the carbon footprint. In addition, Cookies will set policies and
educate its employees on how to conserve energy and water throughout the lifecycle of the plant.
RESTRICTED ACCESS
Cookies intends to limit the impact of its operations on the surrounding businesses to the best of its ability. The
Company aims to develop policies and procedures designed to ensure best practices are followed at every level
of the organization. This includes:
• Persons under the age of twenty-one (21) are strictly forbidden from entering or remaining on the
premises without a valid and verified Medical recommendation.
• Access to the inside of the retail space will be strictly limited to qualified customers. The remainder of the
facility will be restricted to scheduled employees.
• Access to secure restricted areas via employee entrances will not open directly into an area where
cannabis is being cultivated, processed or sold.
• Cookies will safely store destroyed cannabis waste in a locked receptacle in a secure area until it has been
collected.
• As set forth in the Security Plan, robust measures will be taken to continuously monitor the premises and
surrounding area. Exterior areas will remain clearly illuminated and 24-hour security guards will ensure
that there are neither loiterers during business hours nor unwanted after-hour visitors.
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INTEGRATION OF SECURITY MEASURES
As with all Cookies-branded dispensaries, Cookies Pasadena will strategically integrate security enhancements
into the physical design and concept of its store, in a way that is not overly noticeable by customers or the public.
The below pictures of Cookies Melrose depict the integration of security cameras, which are not obtrusively
noticeable by the public.

Cannabis Retail – Cookies Melrose

Merchandise Only

AIR QUALITY/ODOR CONTROL
Cookies Pasadena will install a high-quality ventilation and air purification system, to ensure there is no cannabis
odor outside the building. The Company will use the same ventilation and air purification system that is being
utilized at Cookies Melrose and Cookies Los Angeles, which is proven to be effective. Cannabis products will be in
sealed, smell-proof jars and packaging, which will further contribute to air quality and odor control measures.
AIR QUALITY PLAN
Cookies Pasadena believes the positive benefits of actively managing air and water quality translates to the health
and wellbeing of its customers and employees. The Company wants to create a space that is comfortable for
customers and free of allergens while preventing any odors from reaching the outside of the facility. It is the
Company’s ambition to reduce the impact on the surrounding community as a whole by eliminating undesirable
odors, gases, or other potential hazards with relation to air quality.

General Air Quality: In order to provide an area that is safe and comfortable for employees as well as visitors, the
Company will utilize a separate or zoned HVAC system capable of filtering the air. Such measures could include a
comprehensive HVAC system that incorporates medical industry standard filtration, such as High Efficiency
Particulate Air (HEPA) and High Efficiency Gas Absorption (HEGA) where appropriate. Similarly, any water entering
the facility will also be filtered and, where appropriate, subjected to Ultraviolet (UV) purification. The goal is to
reduce contaminants in the facility to prevent adulteration and ensure the highest quality products and
experience for Cookies’ customers.
Air Pressure: Additionally, Cookies will examine the feasibility of using an air system which creates negative air
pressure to help contain odors generated inside from escaping the building and being detectable outside or by
neighboring establishments.
Odor Elimination: Given the unique nature of commercial cannabis retail, it is the Company’s intention to reduce
odors inside where possible and eliminate any and all distinct odors from being detectable outside of the facility.
These concerns have been largely mitigated in the retail environment by the pre-packaging of all products that
will be available for sale. Based on solutions implemented in other industries, increasing offerings of industryspecific solutions and technology will allow Cookies to stay in compliance with the City of Pasadena Municipal
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Code section 5.78.170(H). This will be generally accomplished by utilizing multiple filtration, odor absorption and
carbon “scrubbers” to rid the system exhaust of any odors. Activated carbon is an extremely effective absorptive
odor control substance. An ozone generator will be placed upstream of the carbon filters. Ozone (O3) is also an
effective odor control mechanism. In this case, it is used to help control out- going airstream odors and recharge
the activated carbon filter media, extending the life of the media.

SECTION 4: SECURITY PLAN
The team at Cookies Pasadena places the utmost importance on the safety and security of its employees,
customers, neighbors, and members of the community. Key elements of the Company’s safety and security plan
are detailed in the sections below.

SECURITY EXPERIENCE
The principals of the Company have successfully launched and operated two cannabis dispensaries in Southern
California, Cookies Melrose and Cookies Los Angeles. Through this experience, Cookies Pasadena can incorporate
this existing institutional knowledge of industry best practices related to security and commercial cannabis
activity. The Company will utilize this working knowledge to be an industry leader in the security aspect of
Pasadena’s cannabis dispensary market.
Cookies is committed to protecting its employees and the surrounding community. To this end, it has contracted
with security expert Terry Blevins, owner and operator of Armaplex Security, a state-licensed security company
well versed in the commercial cannabis business industry to handle all the necessary security requirements at
both the Local and State level.
A Security Plan and statement of experience prepared by Mr. Blevins is included below.
To City of Pasadena:
Security Consultant/Liaison
The attached security plan was prepared by me and my company Armaplex Security, a licensed PPO by the
California Bureau of Security and Investigative Services (BSIS) for MED Enterprise, Inc., a cannabis business which
has designated me as their primary security representative/liaison to the City of Pasadena. I will be available to
meet with the City Manager, the Pasadena Police Department, or their designees, regarding any security related
measures or operational issues.
I am the C.E.O. of Valian Group, Inc., dba Armaplex Security and serve as the company’s senior consultant. As head
of Security for Apple, (Beats by Dre) I became aware of the opportunity to provide security for legal cannabis
businesses, and this led to co-founding the company. This dove-tailed with my work on legalization and the need
for a safe and regulated marijuana industry. My 20 years of experience in local and federal law enforcement taught
me that the “War on Drugs” has not been effective and has victimized tens of thousands of Americans with its
outdated and unfair policies. As a speaker for Law Enforcement Action Partnership (L.E.A.P), I am passionate about
drug policy reform and advocate for the legal cannabis industry. We present the case that well-regulated cannabis
businesses often reduce crime, decrease the black market and increase tax revenue for those jurisdictions allowing
businesses to be licensed. Safe and compliant cannabis licensees contribute to public safety and this is why it is so
important to prioritize security for these businesses.
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In addition to my experience in Law Enforcement, I worked with the U.S. Department of State in Afghanistan and
Iraq as a Site Security Subject Matter Expert. Thereafter, during my time as CSO of a Global Mining Conglomerate,
REDACTED
I managed over 500 people in seven countries and had purview over a
budget. This experience managing a
large corporate business unit, combined with expertise in security, uniquely qualifies me to advise cannabis
businesses regarding their ongoing enterprise security. Not only do I understand the security and public safety
implications, but I know how security can contribute to the business goals of an organization without placing undue
burdens on the budget.
With a master’s degree in Security Management and extensive training in conducting threat and risk assessments
from both private industry as well as the Federal government, I am considered a qualified physical security expert.
I have developed numerous cannabis business security plans that have been submitted with marijuana business
license applications. I have analyzed many cannabis businesses in California and other states, learning what works
and doesn’t work, including scrutinizing industry better and next practices. I have drawn from my analysis to
develop the security strategy for MED Enterprise, Inc. Like other cannabis security consultants, I observe and advise
these businesses regarding their security risk and how to be compliant. But, in addition to understanding the
theory, I manage the day-to-day operations of a security company with 95% of its activities focused on cannabis.
This gives me a unique perspective to understand what does, and does not, work in a constantly changing
regulatory and security risk environment such as cannabis.
I will continue to advise MED Enterprise, Inc. on a long-term basis regarding their security operations and help to
ensure ongoing compliance with the City of Pasadena and California State requirements regarding cannabis
security and related issues. This security plan will not only be used as part of the qualifying documents for license
application submission but will serve as the overall policy guideline that directs the development and
implementation of an ongoing security operations plan for MED Enterprise, Inc.
Sincerely,
Terry Blevins President/CEO
Valian Group, Inc. dba Armaplex Security
10100 Venice Blvd.
Culver City, CA 90232

CONCISE SECURITY PLAN
MED Enterprise, Inc. Commercial Cannabis Business
Quality of the Security Plan:

MED Enterprise, Inc. (herein referred to as “Cookies Pasadena”) is applying for the following licenses in the City
of Pasadena: Storefront Retail with Delivery.
A detailed Security Policy and Procedure document will be prepared for this project and on file with the security
company and with the client for implementation if the license is granted. The full document will serve as the
overall security strategy for the business if a license is granted. This executive summary of the plan that follows,
was prepared in order to comply with the Pasadena page limits.
Terry Blevins, a qualified security expert, developed this security plan for Cookies Pasadena and the design meets,
or exceeds, all security requirements set forth by the City of Pasadena Municipal Code and the State of California.
The following documents were used in the preparation of this document:
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Pasadena Municipal Code
o
Title 5 - Business Licenses and Regulations, Article II - Specific Businesses
§ Chapter 5.78 - Commercial Cannabis Activity
§ Chapter 5.24 - Alarm Systems
o
Title 17 – Zoning, Article V - Land Uses
§ Chapter 17.50.066 – Cannabis Businesses
State of California Medicinal and Adult-Use Cannabis Regulation and Safety Act (MAUCRSA)
Best practices and standards according to ASIS International Security Trade Organization
o
Facilities Physical Security Measures Guideline GDL FPSM-2009
o
Security Management Standard: Physical Asset Protection ANSI/ASIS PAP.1-2012

Integration of Security Measures:
The security measures for the site will be designed and installed with aesthetics in mind, ensuring that the
equipment is not obtrusive and does not contrast with the architectural flow of the building or the neighboring
buildings. Any bars installed on the windows and doors of the Cookies Pasadena building will be installed only on
the interior of the building. These bars will allow for emergency egress as required by City fire/safety code.

BACKGROUND CHECKS
In compliance with the City of Pasadena Security Requirements, Cookies Pasadena will provide fingerprints and
other information deemed necessary by the City of Pasadena’s Police Chief or designee for a background check
by the City of Pasadena’s police department. All owners, managers, supervisors, employees or volunteers must
submit to this check. All employees will also undergo a Live Scan fingerprint analysis with the highest level allowed
by Department of Justice standards. Only employees or volunteers who are at least 21 years old and successfully
pass the background check, as determined by the Police Chief and/or his/her designee, will be hired.

EMPLOYEE SAFETY EDUCATION
Cookies Pasadena will implement and train employees using a detailed Operations and Security Policy and
Procedure Manual, and all will be required to sign acknowledging receipt and understanding of this manual. The
manual will detail general policies to be followed by all employees but will also have additional measures assigned
to specific personnel at the business. New employees will be trained on compliance and security and continuing
employees will receive periodic training to reinforce existing policies and to support the implementation of
changes and improvements to company operations and security. Cookies Pasadena will designate a person as
responsible party for the security on-site. This person can be a lead security officer, or another Cookies Pasadena
employee. They will ultimately have responsibility for overseeing security systems, policies, procedures, and other
security personnel assigned to the site on all shifts as well as ensure compliance with government regulations.
They will also have the responsibility to train employees regarding security procedures and monitor their
compliance with basic safety and security protocols.
Employees will receive Security/Safety Awareness Training:

REDACTED
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REDACTED

EMPLOYEE THEFT REDUCTION MEASURES
A comprehensive access control program is an important part of any effective commercial cannabis operation.
Product security will be maintained as a priority and all employees and contractors will strictly adhere to Cookies
Pasadena’s policies and procedures or disciplinary/removal measures will be taken. In compliance with the
Pasadena security requirements, and the State of California, Cookies Pasadena will implement policies and
procedures in order to secure all cannabis product and ensure that none is lost or diverted to individuals who are
not authorized to possess it or person/s under the age of 18. All product will be stored in a vault or safe secured
with a commercial-grade lock in a limited access, locked room, that is under video surveillance. At the end of each
day, all loose product will be secured in the same manner.
All employees will leave bags and baggy clothing in lockers as they are entering the building to begin their shift.
Upon exiting the building employees will not be allowed to remove any packages or other objects that would
allow the concealment of cannabis product unless they consent to an inspection of those items. Audits and
inventories will be conducted as often as is possible in order to determine if product is missing and an investigation
needs to be conducted.
“Compartmentalization” means that employee access to different areas on the site will be determined according
to "need for access." Employee access credentials will be programmed according to this principle. Not all
employees will be allowed into restricted access areas, including security personnel. This not only prevents insider
theft, but also avoids situations where that single individual is taken hostage and coerced to provide access to
unauthorized person/s.
To accomplish the above, the following will be set in place:
• Dual authentication, swipe card and pin number (key pad entry) or two (2) person rules for limited access
areas and vaults with high value product.
• Area restriction based upon an individual employees’ security level; entry will be limited to their specific
area of assignment and based upon the time of day, and security operations protocol.
The following rules will be enforced regarding the use of key cards/badges:
• All employees or other persons acting for Cookies Pasadena will clearly display a laminated or plasticcoated identification badge issued by Cookies Pasadena at all times while engaging in commercial
cannabis activity and while on site.
• Employees must challenge others who are not displaying a badge.
• Sharing of access cards will be prohibited.
• Tailgating or piggybacking is prohibited, each employee must swipe their own card.
• Lost badges will require the filing of a security incident report and/or police report.
• Credential tampering will not be tolerated.
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CASH MANAGEMENT PLAN
Cookies Pasadena will minimize the number of cash transactions that take place on site by accepting electronic
payment options. Vendor cash exchanges will be minimized as Cookies Pasadena will be conducting most of those
exchanges at other locations such as banks and private safe deposit vaults and through licensed couriers. The
amount of cash kept on hand will also be kept to a minimum in order to reduce the risk of theft or robbery. Each
cash drawer will be limited to
in order to be able to make change for customers. When the amount of cash
exceeds this limit, it will be counted by a manager and removed to be placed in a cash drop safe. The cash drop
safes will be on timers and cannot be opened until the end of the evening when secure transport personnel are
present to remove the cash to a more secure location. All transactions will be recorded via POS system and the
cash drawers will be reconciled at the end of every evening.
REDACTED

Employees will be trained in the above procedures as well as being instructed in maintaining personal security
discipline. Adherence to specific policies and procedures is the most effective method of reducing the risk of theft
and of decreasing risk to personal safety.

PRODUCT ACCESS PROTOCOLS
Employees who handle cannabis product in order to transfer that product to customers will be required to checkin and take responsibility for the product they are handling. Checks and Balances Security requires that no single
employee be allowed unrestricted access to cannabis product storage areas or high value assets. Managers will
monitor and approve the access that employees have to areas where cannabis is stored.
Cookies Pasadena will implement the use of physical barriers (walls and doors), electronic measures and employee
procedures in order to deter and prevent the unauthorized entrance into areas containing cannabis or cannabis
products, and to deter and prevent the theft of cannabis or cannabis products at the commercial cannabis
business.
All points of access to the business will be controlled with electronic access controls, key pads, key cards and
remote electronic lock (buzz-in) features. Individuals who are not engaging in an activity directly related to the
permitted operations of the commercial cannabis business will not be allowed to remain on the premises.

PRODUCT DELIVERIES
The Cookies Pasadena product receiving process will follow strict policies and procedures in order to ensure full
compliance with all track and trace regulations and to ensure the security of the assets and the safety of all
personnel. Cookies Pasadena’s suppliers will transport and transfer products to Cookies Pasadena as allowed by
the City of Pasadena and the State of California. Shipments will be conducted through the use of a licensed,
insured and state authorized transport company.
Product receiving will occur on a regular basis in order to ensure that a sufficient supply of product is on hand for
sale and in smaller amounts to reduce risk during transfer. The movement of large amounts of high value product
at one time can create an excessive risk of loss during transfer.
Shipments are scheduled at random times and hours in order to avoid predictability that can elevate the risk of
theft. Product transport/transfer will be completed during the times of
REDACTED
to ensure maximum visibility and threat detection. When shipments are scheduled, this information will only
be provided to individuals who occupy a “need to know” position in order to avoid risk of theft.
Transport vehicles will notify Cookies Pasadena security personnel 5-10 minutes in advance of their arrival.
Cookies Pasadena security personnel will visually verify that there are no imminent threats and notify transport
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personnel it is safe to approach the shipping/receiving door of the business. Transport vehicles will park in a
designated area that is within view of Cookies Pasadena’s security cameras. Cookies Pasadena security personnel
will then approach the transport vehicle in order to escort the movement of product into the interior of the
building. Product will be immediately placed into the secure vault and the vault will be locked. The transport
vehicle will not be left unlocked or unattended during the transfer in order to avoid theft at these times.
At the time of the shipment:
• Cookies Pasadena security personnel will inspect the credentials of the transport personnel prior to
allowing entry into the building. Transportation team members and vehicle will be logged by Cookies
Pasadena security personnel upon each arrival.
• Security personnel or manager will verify that the shipment paperwork, amounts and manifest are in
order prior to allowing transporters to leave the site.

SECURITY GUARDS
Security personnel will be on-site 24-hours a day unless alternative security is authorized by the City Manager.
Security services will meet or exceed the City of Pasadena and the State of California requirements regarding the
posting of on-site security personnel at cannabis businesses. REDACTED
The security personnel will meet requirements put forth by the California Department of Consumer Affairs (BSIS)
and approved by officials of the Pasadena Police Department. There will be
on duty
REDACTED
during receiving hours in order to accept and process the transport/transfer of product. When the business is
open,
will be on duty.
REDACTED
REDACTED
in order to check IDs and ensure that only individuals who are authorized by law to be inside a cannabis business
are given access. There will be a
. This guard will perform building and
REDACTED
perimeter checks, respond to incidents and monitor incoming shipments. Additional guards may be added based
on volume of traffic, additional duties and City of Pasadena recommendations.
Security Guard Schedule

REDACTED
Security Contracting Company
1. All personnel assigned to security detail at site will be able to show proof of:
i. Current state guard card (or PC 832 card if applicable);
ii. Current first aid/CPR certification.
2. The contract security manager will be able to show the following when requested:
i. The contract between Cookies Pasadena and the licensed security company;
ii. DOJ and FBI Live Scan clearance at time of hire for security guards;
iii. All training records;
iv. Security schedule and roster.
Security officers will carry out various responsibilities including, but not limited to:
• Screening employees and visitors in the reception area.
• Controlling access to the facility at all access points.
• Monitoring security and life safety equipment.
• Conducting patrols inside of the premises, along the perimeter, and provide a neighborhood patrol for a
two-block radius surrounding the business during all hours of operation.
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Monitoring both patron and employee conduct on the premises and within the parking areas under
Cookies Pasadena control to assure behavior does not adversely affect or detract from the quality of life
for adjoining residents, property owners, and businesses. All concerns or issues will be brought to Cookies
Pasadena management in a timely manner.
Actively discouraging illegal, criminal, or nuisance activity at any parking areas which have been made
available or are commonly utilized for patron or employee parking.
Ensuring that no loitering is permitted on or around the premises or the area under control of Cookies
Pasadena. No person should be on the premises unless they have a business purpose to do so.
Ensuring no consumption of marijuana products occurs on the Business Premises, the parking-lot, and
the public areas directly adjacent to the Business Premises.
Notify patrons as they leave the site that they are to respect the peace and privacy of residents and
businesses in the neighborhood.
Ensuring the property and all associated parking, including the adjacent area under the control of Cookies
Pasadena and any sidewalk or alley, is maintained in an attractive condition and kept free of obstruction,
trash, litter, and debris at all times. All discovered issues will be reported to Cookies Pasadena in a timely
manner.
Responding to, and documenting, security incidents.
Escorting visitors.
Assisting with parking issues.
Inspecting packages and vehicles.
Checking the condition of security devices and measures (doors, locks, alarms, video surveillance
cameras, lighting, etc.).
Conducting surveillance detection (being aware if perpetrators may be watching the site in order to plan
an intrusion).
Notifying Pasadena Police Department in case of an emergency or incident.

VIDEO CAMERA SURVEILLANCE
The Cookies Pasadena digital security camera and monitoring system will be an important part of maintaining
security at the site as well as compliance with the City of Pasadena, and State of California, security
requirements. The system will meet and, or exceed, California State minimum requirements. The installation
of security technology will be done by a licensed California company according to best practices and
standards. Cookies Pasadena will install and maintain a fully operational digital video surveillance and camera
recording system. The surveillance-system storage device or the cameras will be capable of being accessed
through the internet. Cameras will be low-light capable, but Cookies Pasadena will ensure that all areas
recorded by the video surveillance system will have adequate lighting to allow the surveillance cameras to
effectively record images. Cameras must be immobile and in a permanent location. Cameras will be placed in
a location that allows the camera to clearly record activity occurring within 20 feet of all points of entry and
exit on the business premises and allows for the clear and certain identification of any person and activities in
all areas required to be filmed.
The IP based camera system will have the following features:
• Be at least HD-Quality and possess color rendition and resolution technology to allow the ready
identification of any individual committing a crime anywhere on or adjacent to the exterior of the
property.
• The digital video surveillance system will possess a minimum camera resolution of 1280 × 720 pixels.
• There will be 24-hour surveillance camera coverage, even inside the building.
• A minimum of 90 consecutive days of archival footage will be maintained as required by the State of
California. This may be increased as required by the City of Pasadena and/or the Pasadena Police
Department.
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The physical media or storage device on which surveillance recordings are stored will be
secured in a manner to protect the recording from tampering or theft.
The recordings will clearly and accurately display the date and time (Time as measured in
accordance with the United States National Institute Standards and Technology standards).
Access to camera views and footage will be restricted to authorized personnel only and will be made
available remotely from any computer with internet access for authorized personnel.
A live feed of camera views will be available remotely on a secure, password based platform, and
accessible by the Police Chief or his/her designee/s.
Historical footage will be made available for inspection by the Pasadena Police Department upon
request.
A sign will be posted in a conspicuous place near each monitored location on the interior or exterior of
the premises which will be not less than twelve (12) inches wide and twelve (12) inches long,
composed of letters not less than one (1) inch in height, stating "All Activities Monitored by Video
Camera" advising all persons entering the premises that a video surveillance and camera recording
system is in operation at the facility and recording all activity.
The system will have the ability to print color images from video freeze frames and to copy video clips
to portable storage media for investigative purposes.
Outdoor cameras will be designed for weather resistance.
The video surveillance system will be equipped with a failure notification feature that will provide
notification to Cookies Pasadena of any interruption or failure of the system or storage device.
Technical issues with any of the cameras or recording devices will be reported to managers and dealt
with immediately.

The system shall monitor no less than:
• The front and rear of the property.
• All areas where cannabis goods are weighed, packed, stored, loaded and unloaded for
transportation, prepared, destroyed or moved within the premises.
• Limited-access areas.
• Areas storing a surveillance-system storage device with at least one camera recording the
access points to the secured surveillance recording area.
• All point-of-sale areas and areas where cannabis goods are displayed for sale. At each point of sale
location, camera placement will allow for the recording of the facial features of any person
purchasing or selling cannabis goods, or any person in the retail area, with sufficient clarity to
determine identity.
• Within 20 feet of all points of ingress and egress at the business. Entrances and exits to the
premises will be recorded from both indoor and outdoor vantage points.
• All areas where human traffic could occur (Excluding restrooms and locker/changing rooms) will be
recorded on video continuously.
• In front of any vault/secure rooms in order to record anyone attempting to gain access.
• In the vault/secure room recording individuals accessing the interior of the room and recording
individuals who are accessing the safes.
• Any key box or key control device.
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24/7 Security Technology
The following technologies will be implemented throughout the facility to ensure 24/7 monitoring and security
measures are in place. A total of 11 security cameras will be installed within the facilities.

Example security features.

Cookies Melrose – Facility: Vaulted Safe

Armed Security Guard

ARMORED VEHICLE
All cash will be removed from the site REDACTEDby the security personnel of licensed cash removal
company, who will use armored vehicles to perform the transport.
Cookies Pasadena will keep a bank account if allowed to do so, and all cash and other revenue will be deposited
to this account. As an alternative, all cash will be deposited at private vault facilities. Small amounts of cash will
then be taken out of the vault in order to pay suppliers and providers in order to avoid risk of robbery.

ADDITIONAL SECURITY MEASURES
PER THE PASADENA ORDINANCE AND THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA CANNABIS REGULATIONS
Power Backup for Electronic Security Measures
Cookies Pasadena will use battery backups in order to remain secure during a power outage. Electronic door
locks will not release during a power outage but instead have the ability to be controlled manually, especially
during an emergency egress event.
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Retail
Cookies Pasadena Patrons will be instructed that they must leave the site and not consume cannabis until at
home or in an equivalent private location, unless the adult-use business has a valid cannabis consumption
license issued by the City. Security guards shall monitor the site and vicinity to ensure compliance.
Lobby and Customer Buzz-in Procedure
Customers will enter the lobby area through an unlocked front door as there will be no screening conducted
outside or in the public right of way. Once inside, the visitors will be screened by store personnel according to
City and State requirements. After screening, customers will be buzzed into the retail area of the store.

Note: This lobby and buzz-in procedure was designed based on City Ordinances, answers to questions and other
guidance but can be changed based on what is approved or recommended by the City of Pasadena.
Business Premise Access Plan
Pasadena City Code Compliance Officers, Pasadena Police Department Personnel, Pasadena Fire Department
staff, or other agents or employees of the City or State requesting admission for the purpose of determining
compliance with these standards, or in the event of an emergency, will be given unrestricted access.
Notice and Signage
Cookies Pasadena shall notify patrons of the following verbally and through posting of a sign in a conspicuous
location readily visible to persons entering the premises: (a) Patrons must leave the site and not consume
cannabis until at home or in an equivalent private location, unless the adult-use business has a valid cannabis
consumption license issued by the City. Adult-Use retail employees shall monitor the site and vicinity to ensure
compliance. (b) Entry into the premises by persons under the age of 21 is prohibited in all adult-use spaces,
however qualified patients as young as 18 years of age may enter the Medicinal-Use Dispensary. (c) Use of
cannabis shall be limited to a qualified purchaser identified on a state- issued form of identification. This
announcement will also be made to patrons each night prior to closing.
Perimeter Security
The main entrance via the secured entry will be the primary patron access/egress to the building. The main
entrance will be monitored during business hours by
manning the front entrance. All
REDACTED
other doors will be secured, and alarmed, and only opened from the inside in the event of an emergency. If
allowed by the City of Pasadena, the rear door may be used for delivery of product but only while being
constantly monitored by a security guard.
ID Checks
There will be a single access point at the front of the business. Any person who approaches will first enter a
controlled vestibule that is being monitored by surveillance cameras. Upon approaching, personnel will request
identification and will scan the document using an electronic ID scanner. Personnel will be advised by alerts if
the ID is not valid, if a customer is underage, or if the customer has been banned from the establishment.
Security Lighting
The Cookies Pasadena’s site outdoor security lighting will be designed to augment other security measures such
as physical barriers, intrusion detection systems, video surveillance, and security personnel activities. These
lights will be regularly inspected and properly maintained. Some lights will have emergency power backup
capabilities.
Alarms
The entire building will be equipped with a professionally installed, maintained and centrally monitored fire and
burglar alarm system. The intrusion detection system will be used in conjunction with barriers, entry control
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devices, video surveillance systems (video alarm and motion detection system), and alarm communications
systems to provide a comprehensive alarm assessment. All of these alarms will also be monitored 24 hours a
day, 7 days a week. The site will also have a fire alarm system that meets or exceeds City of Pasadena
requirements. The system will also make use of panic buttons in order to notify the monitoring center and law
enforcement in case of an emergency.
Discrepancy Notification
Cookies Pasadena will notify the City Manager or designee within twenty-four hours after discovering any of the
following:
1. Significant discrepancies identified during inventory. The level of significance shall be determined by the
regulations promulgated by the City Manager or designee.
2. Diversion, theft, loss, or any criminal activity involving the commercial cannabis business or any agent or
employee of the commercial cannabis business.
3. The loss or unauthorized alteration of records related to cannabis, registering qualifying patients,
primary caregivers, or employees or agents of Cookies Pasadena.
4. Any other breach of security.
Restrooms
All restroom facilities will remain locked and under the control of management.
Cannabis Waste Management
All cannabis waste and any device or container with a residue of cannabis product will be stored and disposed of
according to City and State requirements. This waste will be stored in a controlled area and will be transferred
to a licensed cannabis waste disposal company for destruction.
Delivery Security for Retailer Commercial Cannabis Activity
The following procedures will be adhered to at all times:
• All deliveries of cannabis goods will be performed by a delivery employee of Cookies Pasadena
conducting Delivery for Retailer Commercial Cannabis Activity. Each delivery employee will be at least
21 years of age.
• Only authorized employees of Cookies Pasadena will be in the delivery vehicle during the time of
delivery.
• The vehicle used for the delivery of cannabis goods will be outfitted with a dedicated Global Positioning
System (GPS) device for identifying the geographic location of the delivery vehicle. At all times, Cookies
Pasadena shall be able to identify the geographic location of all delivery vehicles that are making
deliveries and shall provide that information to the City officials and the BCC upon request.
• While making deliveries of cannabis goods, the delivery will only travel from the Cookies Pasadena
premises to the delivery address; from one delivery address to another delivery address; or from a
delivery address back to the Cookies Pasadena premises. The delivery employee will not deviate from
the delivery path, except for necessary rest, fuel, or vehicle repair stops, or because road conditions
make continued use of the route unsafe, impossible, or impracticable.
• Delivery begins when the delivery employee leaves the business premises with the cannabis goods for
delivery. The process of delivering ends when the delivery employee returns to the Business Premises
after delivering the cannabis goods.
• If a delivery was not successful, the product will be placed back into the safe storage immediately upon
return to the dispensary.
• All cash held by drivers will also be placed inside a locked container and will be transferred to the
manager upon return to the dispensary.
• The delivery employee of Cookies Pasadena will, during deliveries, carry a copy of the Licensee’s
License, the employee’s government-issued identification, and an employer provided badge containing
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Cookies Pasadena

•
•

•
•
•

a picture and the name of the delivery employee. Cookies Pasadena will maintain an accurate list of its
delivery employees.
While carrying cannabis goods for delivery, the delivery employee will ensure the cannabis goods are
not visible to the public. The delivery employee will not leave cannabis goods in an unattended motor
vehicle unless the motor vehicle is equipped with an active vehicle alarm system.
Cookies Pasadena delivery drivers will not carry cannabis goods in the delivery vehicle with a value in
excess of REDACTEDat any time. The value of cannabis goods carried in the delivery vehicle for which a
delivery order was not received and processed by the licensed retailer prior to the delivery employee
departing from the licensed premises will not exceed REDACTED.
Delivery drivers will be required to sign for the manifest and verify receipt of each delivery order with
the manager, in order to provide a complete chain-of-custody for all marijuana product.
Each driver will secure all marijuana product inside a locked container in their vehicle and will only
remove when effecting the delivery at each location on the route.
Delivery employees are prohibited from consuming cannabis goods and shall not be under the influence
of any substance that impairs the ability of the employee while delivering cannabis goods.
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APPENDIX: YEAR 1 INCOME STATEMENT
Year 1 Income Statement
Month 1

Month 2

Month 3

Month 4

Month 5

Month 6

Month 7

Month 8

Month 9

Month 10

Month 11

Month 12

Revenue

REDACTED

Cost of Revenue
Excise & Sales Tax
Total Cost of Revenue
Gross Margin

Gross Margin/Revenue

REDACTED

Expenses
Rent
General Insurance Liability
Business License/Permits
Telephone/Internet
Website Hosting/Updates
Marketing & Advertising
Supplies
Utilities

REDACTED

Professional Services
Travel & Fuel
Startup Cost
Facility Maintenance
Security
Miscellaneous Expenses
Depreciation
Payroll Taxes
Total Personnel
Total Operating Expenses

Profit Before Interest and Taxes
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